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Traditional Wisdom
Wrút²; std{; ŒtËg JhtrªtctuÆt; >

Arise! Awake! And stop not till the goal is reached!

Vidyā: Knowledge

July 
Vol. , No. 

Rà={ f{U;wk l yt Ch rv;t vwºtuÇgtu g:t >
rNGt Ktu yrôblT vwh¥nq; gtbrl seJt ßgtur;hNebrn >>
O Indra, give us wisdom as a father gives wisdom to his sons. Guide
us, O Much-invoked, on this path; may we live and have light.
(Rig Veda, 7.32.26)

gtk buÆttk =uJdKt& rv;h´ttuvtm;u >
;gt btb‘ buÆtgt~Élu buÆttrJlk fwUh¥ >>
That wisdom which the hosts of gods and forefathers possess, with
that wisdom, O Agni, make me wise today.
(Yajur Veda, 32.14)

gºt c{Ñ a Gºtk a mög½tti ah;& mn >
;â¨tufkU vwãgk v{ÒtuMk gºt =uJt& mntrÉllt >>
Where knowledge and valour move in accordance, that world I know
as holy—a world where the deities dwell with the Divine. (20.25)

rJ‘t
rJ‘t
rJ‘t
rJ‘t

ltb fwUÁvÁvbrÆtfkU v{åAªtbà;Ætolk
mtÆtwslrv{gt NwrafUhe rJ‘t dwÁKtk dwwh¥& >
càÆtwsltr;oltNlfUhe rJ‘t vhk =uJ;t
CtuÉggN&fwUjtuªtr;fUhe rJ‘trJnel& vNw& >>

Knowledge, a hidden inner wealth, is the beauty of the ill-formed;
the teacher of all teachers, it is purifying and dear to the sages. Knowledge, the supreme godhead, destroys the ills of one’s kins; it enhances
enjoyment, fame, and family prestige; without knowledge one is a
veritable animal.

rJ‘t a ¶qg;u jtufuU mJoÆtbov{=trgfUt >
;ôbtrÅ‘t m=t =ugt vrãz;iÆttorbo fiUrÅosi& >>
Knowledge is known to provide all that is good in the world, hence
the learned, the righteous, and the high-born are always to gift
knowledge.
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THIS MONTH
Education is a complex process of learning: learn- The government of Singapore has been collaborating to know, to do, to live together, and to be. ing with non-governmental agencies to help ‘at-risk’
Learning about Religions encompasses each of students continue schooling and achieve their true
these processes and is therefore a vital component potential. The WINGS Counselling Centre is acof any education.
tively involved in this project. Ms Caroline David,
a counsellor at WINGS, discusses the project in EmIn Rethinking Our Education, Swami Satyapriyapowering Students to Utilize Their Potential.
nandaji, Secretary, Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama,
Salem, discusses how our education could be made Swami Ramdas is famous for having provided inspimore meaningful by incorporation of Vedantic rational leadership to the comvalues.
mon people of Maharashtra as
well as to their leaders in the
Vivekananda Balaka Sangha: A
turbulent seventeenth century.
Perspective is a survey of the phiSri Sunil Chincholkar, Presilosophy, evolution, and activities
dent, Samarth Vyaspith, Pune,
of an important component of
discusses some elements of his
the Ramakrishna Math, Bangalore,
message in Samarth Ramdas:
that has been largely successful in
Humans Can Change.
putting Swami Vivekananda’s ideas
on education into practice. The au- Engaged Buddhism in My View is a personal acthor is Sri V Seshadri, an alumnus count of an important contemporary trend in Budof the Sangha and Deputy General dhism by Ven. Sumedha. The author is pursuing a
Manager, Bharat Heavy Electricals postgraduate course at the Department of BudLimited, Bangalore.
dhist Studies, University of Delhi.
Swami Premeshananda (1884–1967) was wellknown as an educationist who had the remarkable
ability to materialize high ideals in practice and
to motivate students to pursue these in their lives.
Some of his thoughts on Education are presented
in this number.
Helping Children—as parents, teachers, or counsellors—is a demanding task that requires an understanding of child psychology, a loving heart,
the ability to discipline without hurting, and the
willingness to practise what one preaches. Mr Ong
Hwee Lai, Counsellor, WINGS Counselling Centre,
Ramakrishna Mission, Singapore, presents anecdotal material to highlight these points.
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In the sixth instalment of The Many-splendoured
Ramakrishna-Vivekananda Vedanta, Dr M Sivaramkrishna looks at some works on the Gita and
how Sri Ramakrishna and his Gospel are seen by
their authors. He also touches upon issues of translation that have great contemporary relevance. The
author is Former Head, Department of English,
Osmania University, Hyderabad.
Girish Ghosh brought about revolutionary changes
in the nineteenth-century Bengali theatre with
his creative genius and unconventional thinking.
Swami Chetananandaji, Minister-in-Charge, Vedanta Society of St Louis, presents Girishchandra
Ghosh: As a Dramatic Director.
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EDITORIAL

Learning about Religions

I

n his controversial bestseller, The God Delusion,
Richard Dawkins argues persuasively against labelling children by the religion of their parents.
‘Just as feminists wince when they hear “he” rather
than “he or she”, or “man” rather than “human”,
I want everybody to flinch whenever we hear a
phrase such as “Catholic child” or “Muslim child”, ’
says Dawkins. ‘Speak of a “child of Catholic parents” if you like; but if you hear anybody speak of a
“Catholic child”, stop them and politely point out
that children are too young to know where they
stand on such issues, just as they are too young to
know where they stand on economics or politics.’
Allowing children reasoned choices in the development of their identities is indeed a laudable
motive. Unfortunately, identity development in
children is a complex process largely beyond their
own control. Until a distinct identity is established,
the child can hardly have any view of its own. And
identity is a product of genetically inherited traits
interacting with environmental cues.
Psychologists recognize two distinct aspects of
the self-concept: the I-self and the me-self. The Iself is essentially a subjective awareness of the self
as knower and actor and is characterized by selfawareness, self-continuity, self-coherence, and
self-agency. Even the development of these subjective qualities is dependent on consistent reactions
from the environment, especially those provided
by parents. It is however the me-self that makes one
an individual with a distinct identity. It includes
material characteristics—appearance and possessions; psychological characteristics—thoughts,
emotions, beliefs, and attitudes; and social characteristics—roles, and relationships with others.
Much of the me-self in young children—including the name given, the way of dressing, and the
PB July 2008

manner of behaving with others—is a reflection of
family values.
Being sensitive to the inherent traits of children
as well as to their emotions and desires is very important. But parents also have to make conscious
choices on behalf of their children, choices that
have a lasting impact on the latter. Giving children
their names is a case in point. Ill-chosen names can
expose children to ridicule and name-calling. Nor
is it practical to allow children to grow up and then
choose their names. That children should identify
themselves with the religion of their birth is also
largely inevitable. Most young children love to participate in the religious rituals followed by their
parents and to imitate their religious behaviour. If,
as they grow up, they come to question such acts
and behaviours, it only shows that their critical faculties are developing; and this process can hardly
be hastened.
If parents cannot help influencing the spiritual
and religious identities of their children, should
they desist from indoctrinating them? Dawkins’s
answer is a firm ‘yes’: ‘If you feel trapped in the religion of your upbringing, it would be worth asking yourself how this came about. The answer is
usually some form of childhood indoctrination. If
you are religious at all it is overwhelmingly probable that your religion is that of your parents. If you
were born in Arkansas and you think Christianity
is true and Islam false, knowing full well that you
would think the opposite if you had been born in
Afghanistan, you are the victim of childhood indoctrination. Mutatis mutandis if you were born
in Afghanistan.’
Indoctrination can indeed violate an individual’s
psyche, often without his or her knowing it. More
important, not only does such violence have an
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‘infectious’ quality—indoctrinated individuals seek
fresh recruits—it also encourages hatred towards
people holding different or contrary views. This
argument against indoctrination has been widely
used by secular educational agencies to exclude religious issues from school and college curricula.
Professionals pride themselves over their ability to
remain neutral in matters of religion while offering
their services. Readers would notice such strict neutrality in the reports on WINGS—the Ramakrishna
Mission’s counselling centre for school children in
Singapore—in this and the previous number. But
there is another side to this story.
Swami Vivekananda has pointed out that ‘doctrines or dogmas, or rituals, or books, or temples,
or forms, are but secondary details’ of religion. Can
we afford to ignore such a crucial element of human
identity as religion—after all, even such identities as
atheist, agnostic, or sceptic are defined vis-à-vis religion—or remain blind to the valuable insights offered by the spiritual core of various religions? The
UNESCO’s ‘guide to peace education’—Learning the
Way of Peace (New Delhi: UNESCO, 2001)—takes
notice of the fact that ‘with the advent of Western
secularism at the beginning of the 20th century
through the guise of a positivist scientific outlook
to education, moral and human values were slowly
discouraged away from school curricula. Under the
ideal of value-free positivist and reductionist knowledge the whole of education was viewed narrowly
as teaching facts of various subjects.’ The report of
the International Commission on Education for
the Twenty-first Century to the UNESCO ‘firmly
restated the fundamental principle that education
must contribute to the all-round development of
each individual—mind and body, intelligence, sensitivity, aesthetic sense, personal responsibility and
spiritual values’. ‘Such an education involves the
spiritual development of man and the enhancement of his value as an individual and prepares the
young people to understand the time in which they
live.’
‘If I had to do my education over again, and had
any voice in the matter,’ Swami Vivekananda once
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remarked, ‘I would not study facts at all. I would
develop the power of concentration and detachment, and then with a perfect instrument I could
collect facts at will.’ This training in concentration
and detachment also forms the basis of authentic
spiritual instruction; in fact, such practices have
largely been developed and preserved by various
religious schools and spiritual systems.
Elementary yogasanas and pranayama, the
practice of awareness, and simple meditation are
well-known means for cultivating natural selfdiscipline, a peaceful disposition of mind, and
deeper insights into human nature. Without such
insight ‘like Oedipus, that emblem of humankind,
we may possess only the kind of cleverness that
solves riddles and puzzles but altogether lacks selfknowledge and insight’. ‘The Self or Atman,’ the
Upanishads declare, ‘is not even heard of by many.’
Depriving children of the opportunity to cultivate
this self-knowledge at an early age is probably one
of the more serious omissions which we still remain unaware of.
Sceptics may not mind such ‘value-neutral’ spir
itual elements in school curricula. But what about
credal dogmas and rituals? Should children be exposed to the bewildering variety of these religious
beliefs and practices? If we wish children to make
reasoned choices, then it is reasonable that they be
provided an accurate and sensitive view of different religions. Serious students of religion assure us
that a sympathetic study of different religions not
only helps us broaden our mental horizons, it can
also prove enlightening. John Noss, author of Man’s
Religions, remarked that ‘the difficulty of the work
[preparation of the text of Man’s Religions] confronting him over a long period of intensive study
and composition has been more than matched by
the fascination and enjoyment that have steadily
accompanied it. It seems to him a certainty that
any sympathetic inquiry into the faith and understanding reflected in man’s religions must have such
results.’ Such study could be an antidote to our fundamentalist tendencies that keep raising their heads
all too often.
P
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Rethinking Our Education
Swami Satyapriyananda

A

s little babies we are ushered into this world
without getting a chance to choose our formation. Then we grow into youth and receive education in schools, colleges, and universities
just to become employed somewhere and thus face
a lot of responsibilities. Finally we become old, and
on seeing grandchildren playing about we ask ourselves—may be for the first time—‘What is all this
that has happened to me?’ There is no time to stop
in between this long chain of events and have a
second look at what has been going on. The frightening end has approached and has brought with it
another question: Is death the end of everything or
the beginning of a new attempt? This question was
asked by Nachiketa in the Upanishadic age. It continues to reverberate even today. Many in their old
age would like to relive their life with some say in
the matter, knowing that they have been led from
one stage to another without being consulted.

The Purpose of Education
When the boy Ramakrishna was being persuaded
by his brother to continue his studies, he remarked,
‘What shall I do with a mere bread-winning edu
cation?’ And that is precisely what we teachers
give our students. All the education in India today would seem to be a meaningless exercise if that
objective of training students to earn their livelihood were done away with. A student can hardly
be blamed if he or she were to ask: Why should we
study in schools, colleges, and universities if we cannot thereby become employable?
Sri Ramakrishna mentions an interesting prayer
by a devotee: ‘O Lord, if you are gracious enough
to give me a boon, then please grant that I may eat
from gold plates with my grandchildren.’ One boon
to satisfy all desires: long life, progeny, abundant
PB July 2008

wealth, and good health. But even when this prayer
is fulfilled, a vacuum seems to linger in one’s heart.
Unfortunately, today’s youth do not take this issue
seriously enough, and nobody warns them about it
either. They think life is to be enjoyed headlong, but
as they start aging, they suffer from penury of heart.
Observing that the present system of education
has not produced the best type of men and women,
some thinkers have emphasized value-based education. Others are imparting additional skills under
the banner of ‘value-added’ education. But what we
actually need to do is to place before young minds
values that are worth cultivating and behaviours that
are to be eschewed, along with the means to do so.
In one of his beautiful compositions, Sri Shankaracharya says: ‘Three things are indeed rare, being granted by the grace of God alone: birth as a
human being, desire for liberation, and the company of a holy person.’ In youth, we need to be
reminded that being born as humans is an exceptional privilege. The Bhagavata reminds us that in
the animal kingdom there is no possibility of realizing the ultimate spiritual truth—the AtmanBrahman identity. By allowing the mind to dwell
only on planes below the navel—in the functions of
eating, digesting, and procreating—we are merely
identifying ourselves with the animal kingdom. But
for us to be truly human, the mind must be trained
to rise above the plane of the navel—to the planes
of the heart, the throat, and the head—by cultivating ones head and heart. This raising of consciousness is the main function of education. Without it
human life is in vain.
Unless we strive to attain higher planes of consciousness, we are bound to worldly life, much like
animals. Liberation from the bonds of maya has traditionally been considered the goal of human life
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learn from our own experiences and through the experiences of others as well. The latter method is the
wiser. We need not put our fingers in the fire to learn
that it burns. The burnt child dreads fire, no doubt,
but other children who have not burnt their fingers
also dread fire. So there is little virtue in burning
one’s own fingers to get an experience. Why then
do we not learn from others’ experiences? Because
we have not trained ourselves to treat others’ experiences as pieces of practical knowledge. We like to
believe that things could just be different for us.
The Upanishads deal with some fundamental
truths about human nature. It is for this reason
that they have a perennial significance. The seventh chapter of the Chhandogya Upanishad gives
an account of how the celestial bard Narada approached the sage Sanatkumara, lamenting that
he had amassed a vast amount of secular knowledge, ‘but was yet a victim of sorrow’. To this,
Sanatkumara replied that Narada had learnt only
a few words, namaiva, but not their true import.
Consequently, shabdartha, or literal meaning, had
masked the marmartha, or spiritual significance.
The sacred scriptures are to be viewed as pointers
to the Reality that lies beyond—to the light of the
Atman that shines through all and is the source of
all bliss and knowledge. If one forgets this and gets
tied down to mere words, the purpose of learning
is defeated. It is only the ‘contact’ with the Atman
that can remove from our souls the hankering for
sense pleasures. Engaging oneself with non-existent
in India. But it is a fact that only a few have this appearances as if they were real and forgetting the
desire for liberation; fewer still kindle it, nurture it, real spiritual content in all existence is ignorance.
and find a solution to the mystery of Creation. If we This is what education is supposed to set right.
In a celebrated passage in the Mundaka Upanineed teachers to assist us in acquiring knowledge for
our day-to-day activities, even more necessary is the shad, the sage Angiras tells his disciple Shaunaka
grace and guidance of competent teachers for acquir- that knowledge or vidya is of two types: apara,
ing spiritual knowledge and vision. It is reassuring lower and para, higher. All Vedic learning and the
to know that those who hanker for liberation come sciences auxiliary to it—Shiksha (science of proacross holy men and women to guide them; earnest nunciation), Kalpa (code of rituals), Vyakarana
spiritual seekers are blessed with the help of adepts (grammar), Nirukta (etymology), Chhandas
who have themselves trodden the spiritual path.
(prosody), and Jyotisha (astronomy), form a part
Should we wait for the fag ends of our lives to of apara vidya. That knowledge by which the Imrealize that we have been treading a wrong path? We mutable is known constitutes para vidya. The
In a perfect education, we can easily distinguish
three different elements, not always chronologically distinct. First, if we would obtain from a human
mind the highest possible return, we must recognise in its education the stage of preparing it to
learn, of training it to receive impressions, of developing it intensively, as it were, independently of
the particular branch of knowledge through which
this is done. …
Secondly, in all historic epochs, but pre-eminenetly
in this modern age, there is a certain characteristic
fund of ideas and concepts which is common to society as a whole, and must be imparted to every individual, who is to pass, in his mature life, as eﬃcient.
This is the element that is supposed in the common
acceptance to be the whole of education. …
The third element in a perfect human development sweeps away the other two. It takes note of
them only by implication, as it were, in the higher
or lower fitness of the mind itself. The man meets
his Guru, and devotes himself to a perfect passivity.
Or he surrenders to some absorbing idea, which
becomes the passion of his life. Or he takes up a
pursuit, and lives henceforth for it, and it alone. The
phase of the one has succeeded to the phase of the
many. Regarded as a mind, the man has become a
full human organism. He now stands a chance of
contributing to the riches of humanity as a whole.
—Sister Nivedita
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a ncients well knew what place para vidya deserves iours to avoid is also offered. Fearlessness, purity of
and what apara vidya. They understood the pur- heart, steadfastness in knowledge and yoga, charity,
pose of human life and did not mince matters. They self-control, sacrifice, study of the scriptures, austeremphatically said that the purpose of life was to ity, uprightness, non-injury, truth, freedom from
acquire higher knowledge. Getting stuck up with anger, renunciation, tranquillity, aversion to slander,
the acquisition of lower knowledge alone results in compassion to beings, non-covetousness, gentlesorrow, as we see in the case of Narada.
ness, modesty, absence of fickleness, energy, forgiveIn an episode recorded in the Brihadaranyaka ness, fortitude, purity, absence of hatred, absence of
Upanishad, Prajapati Brahma, the Creator, once pride—these belong to one born with divine distaught humans, gods, and demons a lesson for position; and these are the values that ought to be
bringing balance into their lives. His message was cultivated by those who wish to tread the spiritual
cryptic: ‘da, da, da.’ To humans his message was: path. A host of evil characteristics determine the
‘datta, give’; to the gods, ‘damyata, control your- demoniac type: ostentation, arrogance, self-conceit,
self ’; and to demons, ‘dayadhvam, be compassion- anger, rudeness, and ignorance. The Gita describes
ate’. Living in the lap of luxury and comfort, the these proclivities in great detail. People of the degods need the message of self-control. The nature moniac type do not know what to do and what not
of demons needs to be tempered with a dose of to do; neither is purity found in them, nor good
compassion. And though Brahma specifically ad- conduct, nor truth. They hold that the world is devised humans to be charitable, all of his advice is void of truth, without a moral basis, and without a
applicable to human beings today, since the godly God; lust alone is its cause. These men and women
and demoniacal attitudes can also be found, in of small intellects and fierce deeds become enemies
greater or lesser degrees, in virtually every person. of the world. Filled with insatiable sensory desires,
Some people live as humans, some others as gods full of hypocrisy, pride, and arrogance, holding evil
in the lap of luxury, and still others are occupied ideas through delusion, they work with impure rein destructive acts. Therefore, Brahma’s message is solve. They strive to amass wealth by unjust means
suited to all kinds of people. If the demoniacal at- to satisfy their passions. These are the tendencies a
titude prevails in a person, he or she has to practise human being should consciously try to avoid.
The Nitishataka describes four kinds of people.
compassion; if a wealthy and luxurious lifestyle is
predominant, the practice of self-control is pre- The noble ones, who accomplish the good of others
scribed; if life moves on regular tracks, one should disregarding their own welfare; the ordinary ones,
not forget to be charitable and helpful. The practice who do good to others as long as that does not clash
of these virtues brings about balance into personal with their own interests; the demoniac, who deand community lives.
stroy the interests of others for their own profit;
In chapter seventeen, the Bhagavadgita classi- and those who cause injury to other people’s prosfies people into three different categories according pects for no reason at all—this last the author is
to their gunas or innate tendencies. Some people at a loss to term. The purpose of education is to
have more of sattva-guna in their psychophysical consider these classifications and work for the exconstitution, while others more of rajas or tamas. pression and development of the divine qualities
All of them have their preferences in matters of already existing in every human being.
lifestyle and food. This has been beautifully anaThe more one gives up one’s self-interest, the
lysed in the Gita.
more one grows inwardly, and this is true education.
Again, in chapter sixteen, there is a classification Albert Einstein remarks,
of people according to their divine or demoniac atDarwin’s theory of the struggle for existence and
tributes, and a list of values to develop and behavthe selectivity connected with it has by many people
PB July 2008
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this dictum, I shall try my best to keep the body
healthy and fit for hard work. I shall do this by meticulous observance of all health rules.
• Students must undergo the austerity called
study—in view of this advice of the scriptures
(Smritis), I shall try my best to develop my talents
(pratibha) by devoting myself to studies in a discip
lined manner.
• Truth alone wins, not untruth. By truth is
attained the path called devayana (the path of the
In one of his speeches Swami Ranganathananda gods)—in view of this Vedic statement, I shall try
expressed concern that we in India are good house- my best to be truthful in body, mind, and speech.
• One who considers others’ well-being as his own
holders but poor citizens. We need to develop greater
commitment to becoming good citizens, with love good is the best of the noble—in view of this sage
for humanity and a greater sense of social responsi- counsel, I shall try to the best of my ability to cast
bility. We should not remain mere functionaries of away all impure and selfish tendencies such as meanpublic or private enterprises; instead we need to act ness, cruelty, and hypocrisy. I shall instead try to be
like responsible citizens of a free country. ‘Are you broad-minded, humble, respectful towards others, a
growing spiritually? Can you love others? Can you lover of my country, and a service-minded person.
feel oneness with others? Have you peace within
• Well-managed collective-power is the only
yourself and do you radiate it around you? That is means to social well-being. Therefore, keeping in
called spiritual growth, which is stimulated by medi- mind the Vedic injunction, ‘be united, be one in
tation, inwardly, and by work done in a spirit of ser your speech, be one in your thoughts’—which provice, outwardly,’ this is Swami Ranaganathananda’s motes unity and evokes the power of integration, I
remarkable measure of true human development. shall be honest, and try to be one with all the memDevotion, dedication, discipline, civic sense, team bers of this institution.
Similarly, the rishi’s advice to students on comspirit, national spirit, honesty, punctuality, selfconfidence, feeling for people in distress, persever- pletion of their studies, as recorded in the Taittiriya
ance, hard work, environmental awareness, and such Upanishad, is worth remembering:
other attitudes must be integral components of the
Speak the truth. Practise dharma. Neglect not
lives of modern youth. Only thus can true democthe pursuit of wisdom. Fulfil the expectations of
racy be blended with enlightened citizenship. That
the teacher. Ensure the continuance of lineage
is the ideal behind the traditional education of India,
[through children or discipleship]. Swerve not
from truth. Forsake not dharma. Forsake not
an ideal that has sadly remained neglected for long.
welfare. Neglect not prosperity. Neglect not the
Right Resolution
learning and teaching of scripture.
been cited as authorization of the encouragement
of the spirit of competition. Some people also in
such a way have tried to prove pseudo-scientifically
the necessity of the destructive economic struggle of competition between individuals. But this is
wrong, because man owes his strength of existence
to the fact that he is a socially living animal. As little
as a battle between single ants of an ant-hill is essential for survival, just so little is this the case with the
individual members of a human community.

Proper resolve is a necessary prerequisite for any
successful activity. Many educational institutions
run by the Ramakrishna Mission offer an inspiring
and purposeful ceremony in which fresh students
commit themselves to abide by certain guiding
principles. These resolutions are worth noting:
• The human body is the primary means of practising all virtues and duties (dharma)—in view of
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Neglect not your duties to gods and ancestors.
Look on your mother as God. Look on your
father as God. Look on your teacher as God.
Look on your guest as God.
Irreproachable deeds alone are to be performed,
not others. Whatever is good in our [your teacher’s] conduct that alone is to be followed, not
the rest. People of wisdom who are superior to
PB July 2008
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us should be received with reverence and treated
with hospitality.
Give with faith; not without faith. Give in
plenty. Give with humility. Give with fear [that
your gifts might prove inadequate]. Give with
sympathy.
When in doubt regarding any act or conduct,
follow the example of wise men nearby, who
judge impartially, who are devoted to good
deeds of their own accord, who are not harsh,
and who love dharma. So also with regard to
those who are accused of erring; follow the example of wise men nearby …

Harmony: Without and Within
Certain group activities—as are carried out, for
instance, by the Balaka Sanghas—are conducive
to fostering a spirit of friendship and cooperation
among students. Blood donation camps, voluntary
work at social and religious festivals, maintenance
of public places, and other such undertakings help
students develop a social orientation. These activities are the practical reflection of the spirit emanating from prayers of a universal nature:
Let all meet together,
Let all talk together,
Let all minds understand alike,
Even as gods in ancient times gladly shared their
portions of the sacrifice.
Let common be the prayers of all assembled here,
Common be the gain and common the purpose,
Harmonious be all your desires,
Here is a common prayer for you which I offer
with a common oblation.
Let common be your aim,
Common your hearts,
Common your thoughts so that there is perfect
union among you.
May all be freed from dangers. May all realize what is good. May all be actuated by noble
thoughts. May all rejoice everywhere.
May all be happy. May all be free from disease.
May all realize what is good. May none be subject to misery.
PB July 2008
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Any scheme for education becomes effective
only if it is rooted in reality. Simply introducing
some ‘values’ into the curriculum and making the
students learn some virtues like truthfulness, courage, punctuality, etc., will not be effective unless
the students are shown that these virtues are expressions of the natural order of reality. Without
reality orientation, values will remain nothing
more than social conventions or codes of conduct
in public which the students may not follow in
private life. … ‘I am good, truthful, and non-violent
not out of fear of the police or parents or teachers
but because they are the true expressions of my
real nature as the Atman’: this is the attitude that
a system of education should inculcate in students.
When a student links values or virtues to his own
true nature, his own true Self, then his moral life
becomes authentic, not a mere show or a struggle
to be what others expect him to be. As he gains
the full support of his whole personality, he gains
tremendous strength to practise virtues.
—Swami Bhajanananda, Integral Education, 16–1

May the wicked become virtuous. May the virtuous attain tranquillity. May the tranquil be free
from bonds. May the freed make others free.

Sri Ramakrishna pointed out that the goal of
human life is God-realization. There may be other
short or long range goals, but the ultimate goal is
God-realization, which frees one from existential
bonds. However much we may venture upon intellectual pursuits, these will not contribute to successful living if they do not help us realize our innate
freedom. Only when we have realized our true nature as free can we experience fulfilment. This highest goal demands exercising the noble faculties we
already posses: feeling heart, keen intellect, strong
mind, and youthful energy. The paths to bring out
and enhance these faculties are called Bhakti Yoga,
or the path of devotion; Jnana Yoga, or the path of
knowledge; Raja Yoga, or the path of contemplation, and Karma Yoga or the path of action.
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Swami Vivekananda summarized this idea in
Human beings, unlike animals, have the caphis famous aphorism on spiritual life: ‘Each soul is ability to raise their minds above the demands
potentially divine. The goal is to manifest this Di- of their biological being. Hence the effort to
vinity within by controlling nature, external and strengthen the mind by going to schools, colleges,
internal. Do this either by work, or worship, or psy- and universities. But this is not enough to lift up the
chic control, or philosophy—by one, or more, or all mind. A human being must use the intellect to disof these—and be free.’ It is this attempt to break criminate between what is right and what is wrong,
free from cosmic bonds which takes us from being what is pleasant and what is beneficial in the long
mere actors on the world stage to finally becom- run. He or she must then develop the capacity to
ing witnesses of the changing world. Swamiji said: detach the mind from harmful influences and focus
‘Doctrines, or dogmas, or rituals, or books, or tem- it on the good. This is the practice of yoga. When
ples, or forms, are but secondary details.’ We usually death will stare us in the face, will we be able to say
quarrel in the name of religion, basing our stand on ‘I am the deathless Atman’, and with the power of
the non-essential secondary details. What we have this conviction dissociate ourselves from the psyto do is to concentrate on the idea of becoming free, chophysical entity we think we are? That convicon knowing that we are the ever-free witnesses to tion comes through inward meditation and external
the phenomena that are taking place all around us. service to people in the spirit of worship.
This understanding comes when we learn to withEverybody meditates, but the objects of medidraw ourselves from the subjective world through tation are diverse. If meditation is done on the obthe practice of meditation.
jects of sense perception one gets caught in the
The mind is usually extrovert, running in all di- intricate net of the external sense world. On the
rections at the dictate of the instruments of percep- contrary, meditation on the spiritual being within
tion—the eyes, the ears, the nose, the tongue, and us grants liberation.
the skin. An important verse in Vivekachudamani
A teacher can convert the classroom into a venue
provides a poetic simile for this dramatic situation: of worship. The teacher is the worshipper who worThe firefly, owing to its attraction for light, hugs the ships the students with the subject to be taught. This
flame and faces extinction. The deer is lured by the attitude erases the distinction between the secular
beautiful music played by hunters, only to be shot and the sacred. By looking upon the classroom as an
dead. The fish, driven by its lust for food, remains area of secular activity we have strayed from the ideal
oblivious about entering a trap and is eventually of education. An ideal teacher is not only proficient
killed. Bees collect nectar from fragrant flowers all in a particular subject but is also loving and sympathe year round, only to be robbed of the honey and thetic and raises the students by coming down to
also their lives by honey-gatherers. The touch of the their level of understanding. A good teacher sees joy
she-elephant maddens the male in rut; but pursuit in the faces of the students when doubts are removed.
of the cow leads to quarrels with other males which Money cannot replace the joy that a teacher derives
often end in death. If such be the plight of each of from striving hard to acquire knowledge and by strivthese species just because a single sense organ is way- ing equally hard to transmit it to the students. We
ward, one can well imagine the plight of men and can see this striving to acquire spiritual knowledge
women in whom all the senses are out of control? and to transmit it to his disciples in the life of Sri
It is therefore necessary to learn to detach ourselves Ramakrishna—he wept inconsolably for the vision
from sense objects and to stop being dragged by the of the Divine Mother, and after having established an
mind and the sense instruments. The practice of uninterrupted living relationship with her he eagerly
withdrawing the mind into one’s innermost self is looked forward to the arrival of his disciples. That is
therefore an essential component of education.
a wonderful example for any teacher to emulate.P
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t was a hot and sultry afternoon in the month tor of the English magazines of the Ramakrishna
of May. The sun was ready to set, paving the way Order: Prabuddha Bharata and Vedanta Kesari.
for a pleasant evening. Several middle-aged men From 1933 to 1939, he propagated the teachings of
were huddled together in groups, engaged in earnest Vedanta in Germany, Switzerland, Holland, France,
conversation. There were bursts of uproarious laugh- and London. He organized Vedanta units and study
ter as they shared their childhood experiences—the circles and conducted class talks for small groups of
adventurous exploits, the mischievous pranks, and earnest spiritual seekers.
the christening with nicknames. They recalled the
In 1940, following the outbreak of World War II,
stories and lessons they learnt on campus, and the Swami Yatiswarananda went to the US. He started
praise and scolding they received from their teach- a Vedanta centre at Philadelphia in 1942, where he
ers as the latter struggled to mould them into re- continued his spiritual ministrations till 1949. He responsible citizens. It was interesting to watch them turned to India in 1950 and the next year was made
relive their childhood experiences as they walked president of the Ramakrishna Math, Bangalore. In
through the photo exhibition depicting the history 1962, he was elected vice president of the Ramaand growth of the Balaka Sangha. The atmosphere krishna Math and Ramakrishna Mission, in which
was one of joy and remembrance. For many, it was a capacity he served till his passing away in 1966.
homecoming in which contacts were renewed.
During his stay in Europe and the US, Swami
These men were all alumni of the Vivekananda Yatiswarananda became interested in the Sunday
Balaka Sangha. They had gathered at the Rama- schools affiliated to various churches and their efkrishna Math, Bangalore, to celebrate the golden forts at promoting religious and moral ideals among
jubilee of the Balaka Sangha ‘experiment’, an ex- the young. During one of his tours to Colombo, he
periment which has been replicated successfully in was impressed by the Sunday school organized by
a number of centres of the Ramakrishna Math and the local Ramakrishna Mission to impart religious
Ramakrishna Mission over the last fifty-five years.
and moral classes to nearly two hundred and fifty
children. The swami’s keen desire to work for the
Swami Yatiswarananda: the Inspiration
young and to train them as worthy citizens of free
The inspiration behind this noble venture was India prompted him to start a similar programme
Swami Yatiswarananda. Born in 1889 at Nandanpur at the Ramakrishna Math, Bangalore.
In April 1953, the first seeds of the Vivekananda
in Pabna (now in Bangladesh), he came in contact
with several direct disciples of Sri Ramakrishna at Balaka Sangha, a ‘cultural and recreational centre for
Belur Math. Deeply influenced by Swami Brahma- boys’, were sown by Swami Yatiswarananda. It was
nanda, he joined the Ramakrishna Order in 1911. an organization which claimed to be nothing more
In 1917, he was initiated into sannyasa by Swami than ‘an experiment in character-building for the
Brahmananda and given the name Yatiswarananda, young’. We recall the swami’s message to the boys
‘whose joy is in being the best of ascetics’. He served of the Balaka Sangha: ‘May the boys of the Vivekaat a number of centres in India and was also the edi- nanda Balaka Sangha be true to the great ideals
PB July 2008
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represented by Swami Vivekananda and receive his imparting character-building ideas, mostly through
and Divine Mother’s abiding grace and blessing. Let stories, and the other for teaching songs, essentially
us remember that the best way in which we show devotional. With the passing of the weeks newer
our appreciation
activities were inof Swamiji is to
troduced: games,
imbibe his mesa milk canteen,
sage in our life
a simple work
and proclaim its
schedule, and
so on. The availglory through our
able facilities
life and thought,
were extremely
speech, and actions, thus belimited, yet there
was something in
coming a blessing
to ourselves and a
the programmes
which began to
blessing to those
whom we serve.’ Swami Yatiswarananda with the boys of Vivekananda Balaka Sangha
attract more and
more boys, and within a couple of years the Balaka
Philosophy of the Balaka Sangha
Sangha became a full-fledged daily activity, with
The Balaka Sangha was envisaged to be much more nearly seventy-five boys in the daily section and a
than a mere Sunday school. It was designed to give hundred and twenty-five in the Sunday section.
In course of time, the Sangha was able to access
practical expression to some of the eternal values
and manly virtues presented by the great spiritual excellent facilities: halls, rooms, playground, and
tradition of India and exemplified and preached by equipment for games. A sizeable staff consisting of
Swami Vivekananda. The directive principles of the a monastic director and several assistants—most of
Balaka Sangha are as follows:
whom were senior college students offering volun• Development of a harmonious character tary service—and better funding were instrumental
based on all-round growth—physical, mental, in the rapid proliferation of activities. Many professionals also came forward to offer their services.
moral, and spiritual.
• Recognition of the dignity of the individual
What began and continued for some time as
and the spiritual unity and equality of all human a spontaneous, freely evolving organization had
beings.
perforce to be restricted by procedures, rules, and
• Realization of the fact that one’s true welfare regulations in the interest of long-term disciand progress is inseparably linked to that of others, plined functioning. These initiatives included the
and that sharing and loving service must become following:
• The members were placed into groups. Trainintegral parts of our lives.
• Stress on the truth that humans are the makers ing in leadership for managing various group activiof their own destiny, and that there is no substitute ties instilled in the boys a sense of camaraderie and
for steady and sustained effort for achieving indi- created bonds of affection and friendship.
vidual or social well-being.
• The groups were based on age and physical
abilities for games and physical activities, and on
Origin and Evolution
age and intellectual abilities for focused intellectual
The Balaka Sangha started as a weekly programme— inputs and cultural activities.
on Sunday mornings—with about half a dozen boys
• A summer programme called Vasantha Vihara
and two classes, each lasting half an hour: one for was started in the early 1970s to enable the boys
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to utilize their summer vacations in a creative and maintaining one’s health through appropriate food,
constructive way. A variety of activities, stretching exercise, rest, and recreation. The boys of the Sangha
over two or three weeks, constitute this programme. are conscientized that the body is a temple of the DiBoys eagerly look forward to the event. In recent vine and must be kept clean and strong. It must be
years, participation in these programmes has been nourished by proper food for energy and strength,
extended to non-members as well.
proper rest to tone up the internal organs, proper ex• The Balaka Sangha reverted to a Sundays-only ercise for efficient circulation of blood which keeps
programme in the late 1990s due to the pressure the system in perfect working condition, and proper
of regular school curricula, extended school hours, recreation for refreshing the mind.
Outdoor games provide exercise and recreation
and long commuting distances. It now functions
in the morning, between 7 and 12. The boys also to the body and mind, promoting good physical
participate in various functions of the Math at dif- and mental health. Concentration, will power, team
ferent times of the year.
spirit, a sense of honour, cooperation, taking defeat
Over the last fifty-five years, the Vivekananda and victory in the same spirit are all fostered in a
Balaka Sangha has adapted itself to the changing spontaneous manner through this programme.
The practice of yogasanas is a specific way of detimes and changing needs of the youth. Various experiments have been carried out to make the activi- veloping strength, stamina, endurance, and vitality.
ties more relevant and meaningful to its members. At the Balaka Sangha, boys practise these exercises
Facilities have been enhanced as and when the need under the guidance of trained teachers who impart
arose and circumstances became conducive.
physical skills according to individual needs.
As with any organization, the Vivekananda
Mental Strength · Proper mental development
Balaka Sangha has seen many ups and downs in involves acquisition and assimilation of knowledge
its chequered history. However, the principles and as well as its application in daily life. It is the prophilosophy on which it is based and the ability to cess of building up a philosophy of life—a sound
adapt to the changing times have been responsible core of powerful ideas and working principles that
for the Sangha’s vitality.
can make our lives meaningful.
Classes on the lives and teachings of great men
The Ideal of an Integral Person
and women, entertaining and inspiring stories that
Swami Vivekananda’s philosophy of man-making teach moral principles in a natural and spontanenvisages a complete
eous manner, discussystem of education
sions on science and
involving an all-round
nature, and discourses
development of the
on personality development are also conpersonality—a harmoducted depending on
nious growth of body,
the participants’ age,
mind, and spirit. The
activities of the Balaka
mental level, and intelSangha have been
lectual requirements.
structured to provide
The Balaka Sangha
opportunities at physihas a beautiful library
cal, mental, moral, and
with nearly four thouPerforming
yogasanas
spiritual levels, sustainsand titles on a variety
ing thus the growth of an integral character.
of subjects, systematically organized and cataPhysical Fitness · This involves promoting and logued. Various teachers guide the boys in selecting
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books appropriate to their intellectual inclinations.
Swami Paramarthananda recalls: ‘What a grand
Earnest efforts are made to help boys put the li- place it was, the ashrama then. Very few buildings
brary to good use and inculcate the reading habit, with gardens full of huge mango trees bent with the
a habit in plain decline nowadays. Audio-visual weight of big mango fruits; and surprise! Nobody
programmes—films, videos, and slide shows—are touching the mangoes or plucking them, though
also displayed on a regular basis.
there were nearly a hundred boys moving about.
Activities like essay-writing, symposia and group Was it real or a dream? Well, that impressed me very
discussions on vital issues, recitation, public speak- much, the discipline that was being inculcated in
ing, and the edition of an annual manuscript maga- the Vivekananda Balaka Sangha.
zine, Viveka Manjusha, offer opportunities for the
‘Another great lesson which we learnt was the
boys to manifest their literary and artistic talents.
dignity of labour. In the young minds, the spirit
To encourage a spirit of achievement and healthy of karma yoga was implanted in a very subtle way,
competition, annual contests on Vedic chanting, by encouraging us to do all work in a spirit of worGita recital, declamation, story telling, and the like ship—whether it was looking after devotees’ shoes,
are also conducted. Individual prizes generally con- cleaning the public toilets, cleaning the temple and
sist of books having a lasting value.
prayer hall, or arranging for worship in the shrine.
Moral Integrity · To mould a solid human All these are various forms of seva to the Lord. This
character, mere physical strength and mental cap- great lesson is helping us throughout our life.’
acity is not enough; the flowering of the moral facThe group and community life of the Balaka
ulty—a heart trained to feel for others and serve Sangha are also tailored to aid the moral growth
others—is essential. In the Balaka Sangha great of the boys. No great work has been achieved by
stress is laid on the practice of moral principles individual effort alone. All major human achieveand the proper cultivation of noble virtues. Un- ments have been the result of cooperative endeavselfishness, renunciation, and love constitute the our. In the modern age especially, the ability to
motive power of the universe; their cultivation is organize oneself and work together is absolutely
the essence of moral development.
essential for success. In this process, maladapThe programmes of the Sangha include clean- tive thinking habits—selfishness, jealousy, disoing of campus premises—temple, halls, classrooms, bedience, non-cooperation, moodiness, and the
playgrounds, library, and auditorium; gardening; like—are corrected, and positive qualities like unhelping manage various functions of the Math; selfishness, love, respect, cooperation, and politemanning bookstores; and At work
ness are inculcated.
assisting in temple activities
Swami Atmavidananda,
an alumnus of the Balaka
and distribution of prasad.
Sangha, remembers that,
These help members imbibe
in a natural way the ideas
‘apparent entertainment like
of self-help, dignity of laviewing a slide show, or visbour, concentration, and efiting a place of interest, or
ficiency in action; a spirit of
performing in a drama were
all training grounds! In this
unselfishness, detachment,
love, and worship; and an
regard an incident comes
egalitarian outlook. In all
to my mind. An educative
these activities regularity,
drama used to be a part of
orderliness, and quiet effithe ashrama’s annual celeciency are the watchwords.
brations: the Balaka Sangha
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Day. Taking part in
mantras and hymns,
and singing bhajans
this drama used to
give us a sense of
generate a spirit of
prestige. Two sets
reverence and devotion in young
of boys were trained
for most of the roles.
minds. Hymns and
Thus, almost all the
mantras from the
Enacting a drama
Vedas, Upanishads,
boys played a part in
the drama to be enacted. All of us were to memorize Bhagavadgita, Vishnusahasranama, and other
the dialogues, and normally both sets of perform- scriptural texts are taught to the boys along with
ers would give satisfactory performances. Only one devotional music and bhajans. Readings from the
set, however, would go to the stage on the final day, great spiritual literature of the world, contemplaand the other would perform for the dress rehearsal, tion, and simple forms of prayer and meditation
which would also be done to perfection. Taking help in cleansing and concentrating the mind, bepart in the drama, irrespective of the set one was sides inculcating a deeper awareness of one’s spirincluded in, was in itself an exercise in which we itual potentialities.
would rejoice. I, at this distance of time, can reSwami Bhaswatananda opines: ‘I believe Swami
call the values we imbibed by such participation. Yatiswarananda’s primary reason for starting the
Firstly, it would make clear to all concerned that Balaka Sangha was to make for an overall betterno one was indispensable! Secondly, ours was only ment in the spiritual condition of young people. It
to prepare well and joyfully leave the rest in the is widely held that the ancient pattern of education
hands of the Lord, without being really bothered is no longer practicable, that the idea of Brahmaabout taking part in the final staging—a simple charya Ashrama is out of step with our times. But
lesson in karma yoga. Thirdly, memorizing the dia- I would like to point out that the Balaka Sangha is
logues—irrespective of whether one would per- a polite rejoinder to such presumptions. Being unform in the finals or not—would drive home the der the direct supervision of monastics, it comes
essential teachings that were so helpful in practical closest to Swami Vivekananda’s idea of guru-grihalife. Such were the principles guiding the activities vasa [staying in the house of the preceptor] and
of the Balaka Sangha.’
helps young men develop a harmonious character
Spiritual Fulﬁlment · The cultivation of the based on all-round growth. Spiritual training from
spiritual faculty alone gives a positive outlook on early childhood implants moral sensibility in young
life. This means that the essential truths of religion minds and aids them in forming healthy tendencies,
and spirituality must be imparted to the young. which act as spontaneous inner restraints in later
That the human being is innately divine and has life. Indeed, it has been the experience of anyone
the organic capacity to attain the highest spiritual who has had anything to do with the Balaka Sangha
truth must be realized at a young age. Children that knowledge thus imbibed became consolidated
have to be put on the road to spiritual ascent; they in character and, on completion of their training,
must be made aware that their innate divinity is youngsters emerged as mature adults.
responsible for their ethical awareness, social feel‘But what made Swami Yatiswarananda’s experiing, sense of reverence and dedication, and love ment work? Persons in charge of guiding the youth
and devotion to God. This is the central theme must have a thorough knowledge of the spiritual traof the spiritual education that the Balaka Sangha ditions and cultural heritage of the land; they must
have a clear conception of the ideal of man-making
tries to impart.
Activities like prayer, worship, chanting of Vedic and must have themselves striven to give expression
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to it in their own lives; they must have a sympathetic
understanding of the aspirations and problems of the
present-day youth and must be genuinely concerned
about their well-being; they must have a mature outlook on life and the ability to utilize opportunities
for the ultimate objective of man-making.’
Balanced all-round development of the individual has been the watchword of the Balaka Sangha.
Swami Atmavidananda says: ‘The annual competitions were occasions for testing the progress of the
boys in various fields. But even these competitions
were designed to bring out the best and unique
elements in each one of us. Every year there was one
special prize for the “best boy” of the year. Sometimes, an excellent performance in one field would
not get one this prize; instead it would go to a person with more balanced, all-round development!
‘Thus encouragement was provided for balanced,
all-round development along with the imbibing of
values so essential for a harmonious life. We now
feel that if all schools could follow this example and
develop such holistic approach, instead of placing
too much emphasis on academic excellence alone,
it would make a big difference in our education. It
is high time that we take necessary correctives in
the general educational setup by the inclusion of
the Balaka Sangha’s philosophy and activities.’
The Guiding Lights
The monastic directors of the Balaka Sangha have
played a key role in guiding and steering the Sangha
over the years. They have been assisted in their task
by a galaxy of teachers, both monastic and nonmonastic. Their unstinting efforts, selfless service,
and dedication have In the Balaka Sangha library
contributed to the
growth and development of the Sangha.
They have exemplified
the following qualities
that set them apart as
ideal teachers:
• Genuine interest
in the welfare of the
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boys and a keen desire to be of help to them.
• Ability to join the boys in their multi-sided
activities and to infuse in them their own enthusiasm and steadiness.
• Great patience and loving hearts judiciously
balanced by firmness for the sake of discipline.
• Refusal to cater to cheap popularity with the
boys, and readiness to take unpleasant decisions in
the interest of their true and lasting welfare.
• Basic understanding of the essentials of religion and the significance of the life and teachings
of great religious luminaries, and a capacity for interesting narration and story-telling.
• Proper perspective on life and ability to utilize even commonplace things and events with the
ultimate objective of human development.
• Sympathetic understanding of the aspirations
and problems of the young combined with sincere
effort to direct their energies along healthy and
fruitful channels.
Swami Girijeshananda observes: ‘As I was growing in the Balaka Sangha I got more and more
involved in the activities of the ashrama. The monkin-charge of the Balaka Sangha was a strict disciplinarian. He expected and enforced discipline in
work, in play, in class, and in every field of our activity. Sometimes his discipline annoyed many of
us. We resented it very often, but quietly. He was a
storehouse of love. That attracted us all. We used to
silently appreciate his wonderful qualities and ways
of doing everything, however small. He was a highly
innovative person. His training was education to us
at every step. He always recognized and explored the
hidden talents in a boy, provided suitable opportunities to culture them,
whether it was serving
in the kitchen, cleaning the toilets, theatrical performance on
the stage, arranging for
worship in the shrine,
singing bhajans in the
prayer hall, or taking
care of the footwear of
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devotees. Everything
personal and profeswe learnt to do in a
sional life and charspirit of worship and
acter. An appreciable
service. He was very
number have imbibed
particular about the
key leadership qualiall-round growth of
ties: regularity, puncevery member of the
tuality, alertness,
Sangha. Other monasself-discipline, steaditic and non-monastic Swami Yatiswarananda participating in the Anniversary Day
ness, perseverance,
and attention to deteachers also contributed greatly to this cause through their classes and tails. They have become leaders in various fields of
individual meetings. In the Balaka Sangha we had human endeavour and are giving practical expressomething to learn from everyone, provided we kept sion to the ideal of selfless service. A fair number
of the Balaka Sangha boys have become deeply inour minds, ears, and eyes open.’
terested in leading a moral and spiritual life and in
An Estimate
undergoing the discipline necessary for this. Many
According to Swami Vivekananda, there is no ac- of them have grown into teacher-guides of their
tual reform possible from outside, but only growth juniors and have rendered useful service to the
from within. The example of the seed helps us un- Sangha. Some have even dedicated their lives to
derstand this concept. The seed requires good soil, the service of God in humans by becoming monks
water, and light from outside so that it may grow of the Ramakrishna Order. It is our estimate that
into a supple sapling; it also requires the help of an more than two thousand boys have benefited sigexpert gardener. But really and truly, the seed has to nificantly from the activities of the Balaka Sangha
grow by itself from within; no one else can make it over the last fifty years. The Balaka Sangha has begrow. The Vivekananda Balaka Sangha is exactly in come a model for similar organizations working
the same position as the gardener. Like the expert in the fields of human development and charactergardener, it ensures that the members get proper building, both within the Ramakrishna Order and
opportunities to develop and manifest their inner outside.
potentialities to the fullest. Nevertheless, each inViewed superficially, the Vivekananda Balaka
dividual has to work out his growth through inde- Sangha is a ‘cultural and recreational centre for boys’.
pendent effort.
In reality the Balaka Sangha is not merely a meIn the field of character-building, it is not wise lange of various activities; it is an ‘educational proto expect quick and spectacular results. It is also im- cess’ which ensures the development of harmonious
practical to presume that just because the teacher is character based on all-round growth. Such recreeager and enthusiastic will a large number of pupils ational and cultural centres laying stress on spiritual
be readily moulded into the expected shape. Even and moral training are not only desirable but also
if only a few of the trainees benefit, the work must very necessary for children. It is to be remembered,
be considered a fair success. Given this caveat, the however, that for starting and running such centres
Vivekananda Balaka Sangha’s efforts over the years the essential precondition is the availability of the
have definitely been ‘highly successful’.
right type of organizers and workers. Money and
All who have participated in the activities of equipment are secondary; of primary importance
the Balaka Sangha—even if it were for a very short are men who have understood and appreciated the
period—have benefited enormously; the activi- ideal of man-making and are, in their own way, strivties of the Sangha have made an impact on their ing to give expression to it in their lives.
P
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Swami Premeshananda

E

very human being is a part of global humanity. The fortunes of every individual—good
or ill—contribute to the fortunes of the entire human race. Whatever is good or bad for one
person has good or bad effect on the entire human
race. Just as when something harmful enters a single cell of a living body, there is disturbance in the
whole body and its entire vital energy proceeds to
set things right, similarly the degeneration of a single individual degenerates the whole of humankind.
It is the duty of the entire humanity to try to repair
the damage. But, at no time have gross-minded
people been able to understand this. … Bhagavan
[Sri Krishna] has said that to see the undivided
amidst the divided is true knowledge. Will it ever
be possible for humankind to realize this?
• Every person is a part of his or her family,
every family is a part of the local community, and
every community is a part of the village to which
it belongs. Thus every person is a part of the entire
human race. Is it impossible to teach this lesson to
a person from his or her childhood? When a neighbour’s house catches fire, does it not behove all the
people in the neighbourhood to rush to douse the
fire? If a village boy’s character is spoilt, is it not
everyone’s duty to try to reform his character for
the good of all the boys of the village? A contagious
disease in a distant village can spread to my own vil-

The text is a translation by Prof. Shoutir Kishore Cha
tterjee of some selections from Swami Suhitananda’s
notes on Swami Premeshananda’s thoughts about the
system of education prevailing in India soon after in
dependence. These notes are nearly fifty years old and
reflect the views of an eminent educationist in his ma
ture years. The full text is available in Bengali in Swami
Premeshananda, Shiksha: Samajik Dayabaddhata (Kol
kata: Udbodhan, 2005).
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lage; is it not the duty of all villagers to strive to prevent this? India suffered a terrible plague epidemic
[towards the end of the nineteenth century]. Did
it not first break out in Bombay?
• Scarcity of food turned the Dutch and the
Portuguese into pirates. And the English in their
greed swallowed India and many other lands. If
humans don’t join together and think about the
welfare of all, they will never be able to get rid of
the beastly habit of biting each other. Therefore,
teaching the social equality of all human beings
should be an essential component of education
at present. Moreover, in the absence of education
there remains no difference between humans and
beasts—this is plainly obvious in all the present-day
global circumstances.
• To properly understand the significance of
social equality, a sharp power of discrimination is
essential. There have been many attempts to establish equality among humans. The Buddhists and
the Mohammedans made maximum progress in
this matter. But any attempt to establish equality
on the basis of a dogmatic credal religion, putting
a stop to all ways of expression of the human spirit
for that purpose, is the greatest disservice to humanity. There are glaring instances in history exemplifying this fact. For this reason we need to know
the truth about human existence and introduce a
system of education based on that truth. First and
foremost, we have to try to understand how we can
raise every person keeping his or her distinctive
personality intact.
• Progress in human life occurs through various stages. We have to let everybody proceed along
the path of evolution by giving them the education that is in accordance with the stage they are in.
Keeping this in mind, the Vedic seers formulated a
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fourfold division of responsibility and accordingly
introduced four different guilds (or varnas) in society. Within each varna, again, the work assigned
to every person was determined by the person’s
stage of evolution. We see the presence of these
four strata within any group. Thus, even among
the Santhal tribes [who have been outside the pale
of traditional Vedic society] there are always a few
intelligent members who settle internal disputes
and some brave ones who exert themselves in providing protection to the group. There are some who
have a knack for procuring food and clothing and
the rest remain ready to labour at the behest of
their chiefs. Every organized group needs these
four types of people and they are present in every
society. Whenever a society lacks any one of these
types, it goes to ruin.
• Viewing human life from another perspective,
the wise divided individual life into four stations or
ashramas to facilitate human evolution. At present,
in the absence of any teaching or discussion on this
issue, all four ashramas have become defunct.
• The education system in our country was
based on the ‘teaching method’. The British introduced the system of examinations in the educational
setup of India to help them run the administration.
Ever since, the same has been continuing all over India, full steam ahead. … However, bringing back the
‘teaching method’ of the old sort does not seem possible now. The people of the country, both educated
and uneducated, would oppose any transgression of
the system introduced by the British. Besides, where
will one find people capable of teaching according to
the ancient method? … [Moreover,] teachers following the ‘teaching method’ have to put in a lot of hard
work, at least initially. In these troubled times, it
would require heroic effort to introduce true education and put it into practice. Therefore, to introduce
man-making education in today’s India, wise, resolute, and bold workers need to be produced first.
• How will those who do not know the truth
about Creation, the truth about human life, and
other such matters understand the concept of evo
lution of life? In India, we find true humanity ocPB July 2008
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casionally manifested among the educated as a
result of good deeds of previous births. But that
the greatness inherent in every person can be manifested through education is considered mere ‘sage
advice’. Swami Vivekananda has said: ‘Education is
the manifestation of the perfection already in man.’
Had we believed these words, we would certainly
have made proper arrangements for human development in our schools.
• Revered Gouri Ma established a hostel for girl
students. Her disciple Durga Puri is still running
it. Once Holy Mother Sri Sarada Devi visited this
institution. She was very pleased to learn about the
rules and regulations there. But she could not approve of the practice of sending the students home
during summer and [autumnal] puja vacations, as
decided by the British government. She said that the
discipline imbibed by the girls while staying in the
ashrama was disrupted when they went home. As a
result, they do not realize the positive effects of practising discipline, nor do they feel any need for it.
• What is born of the union of man and woman
is only the gross body; the same happens with animals too. For this reason, the followers of the Vedic
tradition tried to free themselves from their animal
nature by uniting their beings with those of the sages.
In the Vedic tradition, arrangements were made to
raise the mind of the child above body-consciousness
before it attained puberty and developed the conviction ‘I am the enjoyer’. For this reason all Hindus called themselves twice-born (dvija). This was
a psychological process of sublimation of human
life. Nowadays, this is called ‘investiture with sacred
thread’. … The term upanayana originally meant taking the pupil to the teacher for the purpose of education. The student would sever relations with parents
and gain admission to the society of sages and hermits. Education involved moulding and forging the
gross and subtle bodies of students to make perfect
householders and reliable citizens. At one time such
a system of education prevailed in India and it was
due to this that the country was able to manifest her
erstwhile glory. To those who believe in wild imitation of the English, this system may sound utopian,
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but from what we gather by studying the ruins of ers is as important as the scheme itself. Rather, if
ancient India, we believe that it is still possible to the scheme happens to be defective, competent
reintroduce the ancient system, and that it would workers can rectify it on the basis of their pracbe the best way for developing humanity.
tical experience. On the other hand, even if the
• In our educational institutions, where we start scheme were perfect, dearth of suitable workers
working with students who have passed the second- would render it an abject failure.
ary school examinations, do we ever enquire what
• Yet, at present, imparting education has beexperiences they have already gained through their come as essential as relief work for the famineeleven senses [five organs of perception, five of ac- stricken the world over; more so in India. It would
tion, and the mind]. Life-experiences may have not be difficult to achieve this if a few courageous
created certain leaking holes in their psyche. Un- persons put their minds to this task, in Swami
less these are detected and plugged, how can this Vivekananda’s name. Swamiji has repeatedly spoken
examination-oriented system of education improve about ‘man-making education’ and averred that it
is possible to manifest inherent human perfection
a person’s character?
• There is no end to distress in India. The poet through education. It will surely be possible to realsang, ‘Who can narrate this long tale? The sorrow ize this ideal in practice provided we have faith in
is as deep and immense as the ocean.’ Education is his teachings about education and try to follow the
the only way of relieving this distress.
path shown by him.
• The main functions of education are to make
• In 1912, Revered Kapil Maharaj made the
following remark: ‘I find this to be the distinctive the body robust—to develop physical strength—to
mark of the (monastic) disciples of Sri Ramakri- make the mind capable of reaching out everywhere,
shna: they show skill in whatever work they lay and to sharpen the intellect. To get people to do the
their hands on.’ … The original purpose of educa- things necessary for the maintenance of society and
tion was to make the body and mind suitable for training them for that purpose is the entire secret
work. But we are driven by animal instincts and of education.
• India’s downfall is due to its education being
spend our lives trying to eke out a living. There is
no real change in our inner lives, our egos.
entrusted to unworthy people. The first priority
• It is ridiculous to try to study the Upanishads now is to select a few stout-hearted persons and to
immediately after learning the alphabet. Similarly, entrust them with the task of putting before sociwho can pass judgement about the reality or unreal ety the ideal form of education and the method of
ity of the world without first having experienced building total human beings.
• Unless total human beings stand before sociit well? Therefore, how to lead a perfectly moral
life is the first thing that one needs to learn. Next, ety and manifest a high ideal in their lives, common
one must earn wealth to procure the objects of en- people would never accept such an ideal. Therefore,
joyment that one desires. After finishing with this pioneers would have to posses infinite courage, full
kind of enjoyment, one has to reject this change- faith in the ideal, and limitless patience.
ful world, like a disposable leaf-plate at the end of
• For various reasons it does not seem possia meal, by transcending the instruments of enjoy- ble that under the prevailing conditions in India
ment—the gross and subtle bodies—and rise to the householders would be able to introduce and esblissful level of consciousness, anandamaya kosha. tablish a radically new system of education. But if
This is the scientific procedure for getting the best the management of national education is to be enout of life.
trusted to monks, then they would have to restrain
• No task can be accomplished by merely chalk- their proclivity for foisting the loincloth (kaupina)
ing out a perfect scheme. Gathering suitable work- on their pupils.
(Continued on page 412)
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hildren are highly impressionable. Their The environment in which they live plays a big role
minds are like sheets of blank paper ready in this. And parents, being their closest kin, have the
to be filled by their adult guardians with greatest responsibility in providing a congenial enviwhatever values and ideologies they wish. One be- ronment. The next major role is played by teachers.
Behavioural disorders have diverse causes: from
comes especially aware of this while dealing with
troubled children in the course of counselling. I dysfunctional families and lack of supervision at
work with primary school children between the home, to parents who are over-indulgent or have
ages seven and twelve. The reasons children are unreasonably high expectations. We need to realize
referred to me for counselling are almost always that children belonging to dysfunctional families
related to their behaviour, and the usual sources of are victims of their situation and not the perpetrareferral are schools and parents. The most common tors of trouble. Only then can we begin to work
problems that I am called to deal with are antisocial with them and help them get back on their tracks.
behaviour and poor academic performance due to This involves working with parents, teachers, siblack of motivation to study.
lings, friends, and grandparents as well.
In recent years, the increasing awareness about
psychological health has turned many people into Disciplining with Love
self-proclaimed experts in matters related to child In this twenty-first century, many educated parents
development. We are often told, by both teachers have high expectations of their children—expectaand parents, about children’s ‘attention-seeking’ be- tions that were not imposed on them when they
haviour, although this is sometimes the result of were children themselves. Many of these parents
one parenting workshop too many. We need to encourage their children to learn as many things as
understand that it is the children’s overt behaviour possible, filling their daily schedule to the brim—
that is observable by others, and that this behaviour from piano lessons, or ballet classes, or learning
is almost immediately picked up by teachers when modern arts to participating in various competitive
it surfaces. What is not often picked up is the chil- sports. The result is that children have little or no
dren’s inability to deal with difficult situations they leisure time of their own. These parents believe that
may be facing—usually at home—an inability that what they are doing is ‘for the child’s own good’, but,
is only partially reflected in more evident behaviour. in fact, it is more often the outcome of their own
As counsellors, we are often required to dig deep desire to showcase their child’s ‘talents’. This, in turn,
into the true underlying issues that are troubling is a reflection of either their own disappointment
the children referred to us.
over not getting such opportunities when they were
I would love to say that ‘happy’ is the most ap- growing up or a manifestation of their pride over
propriate descriptive term for children, as child- how well they ‘care for and nurture’ their children.
hood is that stage of life when one need not worry
Tom, a twelve-year-old boy, was referred to me
about anything. But, unfortunately, this is not the as he displayed disruptive behaviour in class and
case with every child. So, why do some children frequently teased his classmates. He had an averchoose to worry instead of leading a carefree life? age academic performance, but had the potential
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to do much better. He was inattentive in class and
neglected his school work. This was the cause for
constant conflicts with his teacher and his father. His
teacher would usually act in the way most teachers do
in such cases: when Tom failed to submit his work,
she would give him more work, send him to the principal’s office, and call up his parents. His father, an authoritative figure and a disciplinarian at home, would
mete out corporal punishment upon receiving calls
from school. Both his teacher and father said they
were at their wit’s end dealing with him. Somehow,
what they were doing was not effective.
Tom was getting so accustomed to the punishment dispensed to him that his senses had become
numbed—he felt nothing when punished. I discussed with his teacher alternative methods of discipline, since sending him to the principal’s office
did not improve the situation; moreover, it showed
that she had no power over him. She needed to
regain the power to discipline, but without losing concern and care for the child’s development.
What she had been doing until then was purely
punitive. A more positive approach, like assigning
him responsibilities and taking notice of the areas
in which he was performing well, could be effective,
provided she was willing to try.
Tom’s father had a busy work schedule, whilst
his mother was a full time homemaker. Though his
mother was always present, she was easy on him as
she had numerous other responsibilities at home,
including looking after a demented mother-in-law.
Tom was only afraid of his father. His father expressed regret when I queried him about the cane
marks on Tom’s body—he said caning was a last
resort after repeated warnings about ensuring that
school work was properly done had failed. In the
course of our conversation he revealed that he did
not spend much time with Tom, nor did he engage
with him in entertaining activities. He blamed the
situation on the large age gap between them—he
was almost fifty and Tom twelve. He did not believe in a playful parent-child relationship, and always behaved sternly when they were together.
The harsh and cold treatment from his father left
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Tom with a feeling of being unloved. Consequently,
he felt more like a ‘target’ than a son, as he could
only see anger in his father. This is why disciplining
without love is damaging. It generates a chain reaction whereby anger and frustration are passed on to
the child who, in turn, discharges them in school,
having no other place to do so.
I asked the father if there was a real need to send
Tom for tuition four times a week. He replied that
this was meant to compensate for the child’s lack
of attention at school. But, by doing so, the father
was unknowingly reinforcing Tom’s bad behaviour
at school. Having the tuition classes to fall back on
gave the child license to be inattentive and disruptive in his regular classes. Although Tom’s father
was able to understand the points I was making, he
was not willing to stop Tom’s tuition as the boy was
in class six—a crucial year in Singapore, because it
has a board level examination. The father agreed,
however, to reduce the number of tuition classes,
which was a good first step.
In spite of all our talks, I could not convince
Tom’s father about the need to engage himself in
play with his son. One should not underestimate
the powerful effect of play on children. Play is the
very foundation on which are built all other aspects
of their life. A parent-child relationship based solely
on the biological link, such as the one between Tom
and his father, leaves a lot to be desired. Parents, besides inculcating discipline in their children, should
not neglect the most important part of their relationship: love and care. One may think that this is
something very basic or natural, but this fundamental ingredient is missing in some relationships. It is
not only a matter of learning and knowing this, it is
the willingness to love and care that makes the difference. Sometimes the simplest form of play, like
the age old pillow fight, can bring about the deepest
bonding between parent and child.
Role Modelling
Parenting is not only a tough job, it is a twenty-fourhours-a-day, seven-days-a-week, full-time job. We
parents are constantly being watched by mobile
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CCTVs, that is our children. Each of our moves is
being monitored and recorded by them. Many parents find themselves in a fix when their children
question them why they have to do certain things
that adults do not have to, or why they cannot do
certain things that adults can. It is hard to convince others to do something that you are not doing yourself. If you expect others to do something,
it is only fair that you also do it; otherwise neither
adults nor children will buy your argument. For example, if your boss is frequently late for work but
expects you to report early every day, how would
you feel about it? The same feelings may arise in
your children; and they must not be disregarded
just because they are children. Being a good role
model to children is important indeed. I have come
across parents that are such bad role models that
their children do not have any chance to learn what
it is like to be good.
Sam was nine years old when he first came to
see me. His teacher had referred him for his loud
and rough way of speaking and constant use of
bad words. Both his parents were fugitives, being
wanted for peddling drugs. Sam was living with
his paternal uncle’s family ever since his parents
went into hiding a few years ago. He was well
treated there—he even addressed his uncle’s wife as
‘mummy’. But the foster parents were coarse people
whose language and behaviour were not a good influence on Sam.
Sam picked up all their vulgarities in both behaviour and speech. His foster parents did not
think it was bad for kids to talk and behave in this
manner. In fact, they only reinforced his actions
by laughing at him when he mimicked them. This
background created lots of problems for Sam when
he entered the mainstream education system. The
values that he was brought up to believe as being
social norms differed enormously from that of the
school and the general population. The disparity in
the tolerance to his antics from people outside his
home caused Sam much confusion. He could not
understand why the same behaviour was encouraged at home but was disapproved of at school. His
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total disregard for basic courtesy also put Sam, as
well as the people who came in close and frequent
contact with him, in distress.
Sam’s teacher was tested to her limits by his
pranks in class. When she would try to discipline
him, a strong strife would ensue. The situation deteriorated to such an extent that she gave up on
him and chose to ignore him in class. During our
counselling sessions, all her comments on the boy
were very negative and she refused to believe he
would be able to turn any better, though she had
referred him to me. Somehow I suspected that her
real motive for referring the boy was to get rid of
him, at least for the time he was with me. Probably,
she badly needed this temporary relief.
While working with Sam, I came to know that
his teacher was frequently passing negative remarks
on him in class. She refused to see any good in him
and opted to sideline him for whatever he did. The
boy related that once, when he volunteered to help
her carry some books, she told him off bluntly, saying she did not want his help. It was heart-wrenching
for me to hear that while the child was making an
effort to mend the relationship, the adult was unable
to value it and continued to bear grudges against the
child. What kind of example was she setting for him
and his classmates as an adult and an educator?
I realized that Sam was actually a bright child
and that this was not reflected in his academic results. There was a lack of proper guidance and he
was not appreciated for whatever effort he put into
improving himself. There was no incentive for him
to do well, either academically or morally. Neither
his foster parents nor his teacher realized that he
would be able to achieve much more if they could
show him the right path by leading exemplary
lives—though I doubt if they were capable of doing so at that time. My original task of modifying
Sam’s behaviour, which was the main objective of
his referral, was shifted to modifying the behaviour
of the adults around him. It was a daunting but ne
cessary task for the sake of the child.
Whether we like it or not, we are role models for
our children. Why not to be good ones then! P
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Empowering Students
to Utilize Their Potential
Caroline David

S

ingapore is concerned about the dropout rate in its schools. Every year about
1,200 students drop out of its schools. Although, the rate has declined in recent years—it
decreased from 3.6% to 2.6% between 2003 and
2005—the local government would like to bring it
down even further. To meet this end, the Ministry
of Community Development, Youth, and Sports
(MCYS) launched a new initiative called School
Social Work to Empower Pupils to Utilize Their
Potential (STEP-UP). The programme involves engaging Voluntary Work Organizations (VWOs) to
work closely with schools to enhance the quality of
school life for its students—especially those considered ‘at risk’.
‘At-risk’ students are ‘those who have been subject to a combination of interrelated biological,
psychological, and social factors that result in a
greater likelihood for the development of delinquency, substance abuse, or other related anti-social
and self-destructive behaviours’.
As of July 2007, 152 schools were actively involved in implementing the STEP-UP programme
in collaboration with various VWOs. The following
are the aims of the programme:
(i) Preventing ‘at-risk’ students from dropping
out of schools and getting involved in anti-social
acts and delinquency.
(ii) Empowering primary caregivers with the
skills required to manage these students.
(iii) Helping school staff manage and support
these students.
The programme is designed to have a holistic systemic approach, customized to individual
needs, and managed jointly by the participating
agencies.
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Holistic Approach
STEP-UP is based on a holistic and systemic approach. It has a mix of preventative, developmental, and remedial strategies involving students
and their immediate environment, especially the
family. 75% of the programme time is allocated
for students, 15% for parents’ education, and 10%
for teachers. The STEP-UP agenda is customized
to suit the individual needs of schools. Schools are
expected to respond with commitment, support,
and co-ownership which are indispensable for the
success of the programme.
It is the responsibility of VWOs to ensure that
the plan of action meets the needs of different age
groups and addresses the specific problems listed by
each school. Regular consultations with the school
staff involved in the process is an essential requirement of the programme. It is the responsibility of
the school to identify the students who need help
from STEP-UP.
Co-ownership
To secure commitment from schools, VWOs are allowed to charge them for funding the programme.
For the first two years, MCYS bears 75% of the
cost of the programme, with an annual cap of S$
37,500 (Rs 1.14 million). For the next three years,
the MCYS grant is reduced to 50% of the annual
expenses, with a cap of S$ 25,000 (Rs 0.76 million)
per annum. VWOs are expected to work continuously with a particular school for the first two years
to ensure long-term impact.
For primary schools, individual courses usually
focus on such areas as being responsible, developing self-esteem, a basic understanding of sexuality,
managing anger, guarding against bullying, and
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learning the importance of self-care. For secondary schools, motivation, cyber-wellness, sexuality,
learning styles, recognition of strengths and weaknesses, and interpersonal relationships are attended
to. Each topic is dealt with by a separate module
comprising a few sessions. The modules are spread
out over the four terms that make a school year. For
example, a module on motivation could consist
of three sessions focusing on setting targets, study
skills, and learning styles.
A quarter of the programme time is set apart for
providing parents and teachers with professional
guidance on managing ‘at-risk’ children.
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simple to understand, and lively.
Given below are details of a session from the
module ‘Arise and Awake’ for primary school students, which comprises eight sessions of two hours
duration each. The objective of this module is to
create self-awareness and better communication
and decision-making skills. The sample session
presented below centres on managing failure and
stress.
Module Name: Arise and Awake
Duration

Session Plan

13:15 to 13:30

Review of previous session.

‘At-Risk’ Students’ Programme

13:30 to 13:45 Activity: Simon says.
The WINGS Counselling Centre at Ramakrishna
Mission, Singapore, currently provides its services 13:45 to 14:15 Discussion: What is Stress?
What causes you to be stressed?
to two primary schools and a secondary school as
How do you feel when stressed?
part of the STEP-UP programme. A typical schedShare in small groups.
ule includes an opening session with the teachers
of the concerned school. The session has the pur- 14:15 to 14:30 Break.
pose of introducing teachers to the WINGS staff
involved in the STEP-UP programme, familiarizing 14:30 to 15:00 Activity: Connect Numbers.
How did you feel during the
them with its objectives, and garnering their supactivity? What did the winner
port. The teachers are then requested to identify
and loser feel? What do you
the students who they think are suitable candidates
think
about yourself when you
for participating in the different modules in keepfeel
this
way? What happens
ing with the overall programme objectives.
when we focus on ourselves?
The modules for the students are largely groupbased. An average session lasts one and a half to 15:00 to 15:15 What was helpful today?
two hours; and six to eight sessions make a module.
Journal-writing and wrap-up.
A maximum of fifteen students are included in a
The session is preceded by a game played by all
module, which is coordinated by at least one trainer
and one facilitator. A typical session comprises of the participants along with the facilitator. ‘Simon
a warm-up activity, followed by an introduction to Says’ is one such game. Here the facilitator gives inthe topic for the day with sharing of thoughts and structions to the students beginning with the phrase
experiences and small group discussions, prepar- ‘Simon says’. If these words are not used at the being worksheets pertaining to the topic, and journal ginning of an instruction, the students should not
writing—the last being an optional activity. The carry out that particular instruction. Any student
activities are interspersed with games. Role play- attempting to do so is disqualified. After several
ing, watching video clips, and outings may also be rounds, a winner emerges. This prelude helps generincluded when necessary. For primary school mod- ate interest and concentration among students.
ules, story telling, art work, and outdoor activities
Group discussions are usually carried out with
are incorporated to make the sessions interactive, a facilitator-student ratio of one to five. To help
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students understand the concept of stress, they Counselling and Other Programmes
could be asked how they felt preparing for exams. Individual counselling is also provided to some of
Facilitators need to solicit answers by describing the students involved in the STEP-UP programme.
real-life scenarios, especially for young students. In such instances, the needs are notified to the
At times, when young students are asked how they school, which seeks the approval of the parents for
cope with stress, they simply say, ‘I don’t know’ or, the child to attend counselling sessions. During the
with a gesture, ‘Like that’. In such situations, ask- counselling process, a systems approach involving
ing students what they like to do during their free parents and teachers is employed to identify the
time helps them appreciate how doing something reasons for the child’s problems and devise measthey enjoy can be used as a form of relaxation and ures to help the child.
a stress reliever.
Cabin Programme · The secondary school that
Since failure is often perceived by students as a WINGS is involved with has facilities for a ‘cabin procause of stress, the next activity, ‘connect numbers’, gramme’. This is essentially a ‘drop-in centre’—wellis aimed at developing a healthy reaction to chal- furnished and equipped with computers—where
lenges. In this game, students are grouped in twos latchkey and ‘at-risk’ students may spend time useor threes and are a given a worksheet with numbers fully after school hours. The centre is within the
randomly printed on it. They are then asked to join school premises and is opened for two hours daily
numbers as announced—21 to 30, 15 to 25, and so after school hours. Run by WINGS as part of the
on. The time taken to complete the task is noted STEP-UP programme, the centre helps ‘at-risk’ stuand the winner for the round is announced. After dents keep out of trouble. Leisure activities such as
a few rounds, attention is shifted to comparing the treasure hunt and talent contests are also included.
time taken to complete each round within each
Assembly Talks · Although ‘at-risk’ students
group. Usually the time to finish decreases as one are the main concern of the STEP-UP programme,
gets better at the game or starts using simple strat- assembly talks are also included to reach out to stuegies to locate the numbers. Through this activity dents in larger numbers. Usually the assembly talks
the student is taught to value the little personal suc- are motivational in nature and help students gain
cesses achieved rather than compare oneself with better insight into behavioural problems, their conone’s cohorts, in which case even one’s successes sequences, and the measures to reduce or eliminate
might seem like failures. Thus every activity is de- them. ‘Success and Failure Come in CANS’ is one
signed to have a ‘learning point’ that ties it up with such talk designed for primary school children. In
this interactive talk, students are taught to change
the objective of that particular session.
their mindset from ‘I can’t’ to ‘I can’ by first getting to believe in their own potential. Setting small
Learning is moral progress because it is an asgoals, paying attention in class, and balancing study
ceticism, it diminishes our egoism and enlarges our
and play are some of the simple activities that stuconception of truth, it provides deeper, subtler, and
dents are encouraged to undertake.
wiser visions of the world. What should be taught
Parents’ Programme · The parents’ proin schools: to attend and get things right. Creative
gramme
could take the form of a parenting talk, a
power requires these abilities. Intellectual and craft
workshop, or a dialogue session with the counselstudies initiate new qualities of consciousness, milors. These sessions have the function of developing
nutiae of perception, ability to observe; they alter
the
parental skills required for managing ‘at-risk’
our desires, our instinctive movements of desire and
children. In addition, a half-or full-day parentaversion. To attend is to care, to learn to desire to
child interactive session is conducted every year
learn.
—Iris Murdoch
for all students attending the STEP-UP programme.
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Such camps help parents and their children rejuvenate estranged relationships through specific activities, competitions, and interactive games.
Teachers’ Programme · The concern in teachers’ programme is on self-care measures, including
stress management, relaxation techniques, and effective social interactions. Case conferencing may also
be included to discuss the management of difficult
students. Such programmes are held twice a year.
Outcome
Each programme is assessed by feedback gathered
through questionnaires, surveys, and observations
made by students, parents, and teachers. This helps
in judging the efficacy achieved and identifying
areas that need improvement. Registering students’
attendance also helps in verifying the suitability
and relevance of the programmes. For the ‘at-risk’
students’ programme, feedback about behavioural
changes is provided by the referring teachers, who
are specifically requested to observe the targeted be-
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haviours and note improvement, if any. New problems are identified at an early stage and addressed
through individual counselling, if necessary.
The overall success of the STEP-UP programme
in a school is measured in terms of the increase or
decrease in the percentage of drop-outs or students
engaging in vices. The school carefully monitors
the numbers of premature school leavers, students
attending the programme, and students charged
with criminal offences. This data is compared with
previous years’ data to assess effectiveness.
The STEP-UP initiative of MCYS is at present in
its fourth year. The increase in participating schools
as well as in the funding provided by MCYS is a sign
that STEP-UP is accomplishing its desired aims of
reducing anti-social behaviour among youth and
keeping them enrolled in educational institutions
for the desired duration. These results can be consistently replicated only if there is a close regular
collaboration between schools and the VWOs running the STEP-UP programme.
P

Education at the Heart of Society

A

ll education begins at home, and the family thus
provides the link between the emotions and the
intellect, and passes on values and standards. Its relationship with the education system is often felt to be antagonistic. In some developing countries, what is taught
at school may indeed conflict with traditional family
values. Disadvantaged families often see the school as
an alien world whose codes and practices they do not
understand. A real dialogue between parents and teachers is thus essential, for the harmonious development
of children depends on whether the education given
by the school is backed up by the education given at
home. In that connection, pre-school education projects
for disadvantaged groups of the population have shown
that their effectiveness was largely due to better understanding of the school system and [the] greater respect
for it that families derived from them.
Individuals also learn, throughout life, from the social
milieu formed by the community to which they belong.
That community naturally varies, not only from one
person to another, but also in the course of the same
PB July 2008

person’s life. Here, education proceeds from the will
to live together and to base the group’s cohesion on a
number of shared undertakings such as membership of
voluntary movements, of a religious denomination or of
a political party, which all contribute to this form of education. The school does not merge with the community
but, while retaining its specific character, it must avoid
cutting itself off in any way from the social environment.
The community to which a person belongs is a powerful
educational influence, if only because of the opportunity
it affords of learning cooperation with, and concern for,
others or, perhaps at a deeper level, of gaining active
experience of citizenship. The community as a whole
should feel [the] responsibility for the education of its
members, expressed either by means of constant dialogue with the school or, if there is no school, by taking
partial charge of their education in a non-formal setting.
From that viewpoint, the education of women and girls
is the precondition for the genuine equal participation
of women in community life.
—Learning: The Treasure Within, 105–6
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Samarth Ramdas:
Humans Can Change
Sunil Chincholkar

O

nce a company put an advertisement in Those who merely recite the scriptures day and
a newspaper for a portrait of Jesus Christ. night without a corresponding change in attitude
A painter decided to do it and found a are foolish indeed, he adds. By giving proper direcsuitable model in an innocent- and pious-looking tion to one’s mind, heart, and senses, we can bring
schoolboy, twelve years old, whom he traced after about remarkable changes in our attitude and bescouting through several schools. The portrait haviour. This personal transformation is essential
made the painter famous and rich overnight. After for any change more global.
a lapse of twenty-two years, the painter happened
to find another advertisement by the same com- Cultivation of Virtue
pany in the same newspaper—this time requesting Swami Ramdas, though a spiritual leader, was a
a portrait of Satan. He now started visiting prisons revolutionary in the true sense of the term. He studin search of a model till he found a cruel-looking ied human thought and behaviour by undertaking
hard-core criminal whose appearance matched his a twelve-year (c. 1632–44 CE) trek across India—
thoughts. The painter stayed in the prison for a few from the Himalayan foothills to Kanyakumari. This
days and completed his portrait. Before leaving he first-hand knowledge was more useful to him than
handed the model a hundred-dollar note as gift. At anything he could have got from books. He obthis the prisoner remarked, ‘Over twenty years ago served that long years of alien rule had weakened
you used me as a model while doing a portrait of the social fabric—both at the individual and famJesus Christ, but did not give me any gift then!’
ily levels. Education and political thinking as well
This paraphrase of an O Henry story reminds us as spirituality had all taken a severe beating, resultthat humans are liable to change. This change could ing in the chaotic conditions that then prevailed in
be for better or for worse, depending upon the the country. The atrocities of invaders had left the
firmness of one’s will and the company one keeps. common people miserable and stuporous, and conIn the Mahabharata we have the example of Karna fusion prevailed all over. It was against this backwho, though righteous by birth and upbringing, ground that Swami Ramdas undertook the onerous
was carried into evil ways in the company of Dur task of bringing about human transformation, a
yodhana. In the character of Valmiki we have the task that engaged fifty years of his life. He literally
oft-cited opposite example—the dacoit Ratnakara brainstormed people into introspection. He was
being transformed into the sage Valmiki under the confident that through transformation of personal
inspiration of Maharshi Narada.
character people could regain the lost glory of their
In personal and social management this change motherland. Not only did he underline specific
in attitude and behaviour is of utmost importance. human goals, he also forced people to search their
Samarth Ramdas, the famous saint and visionary conscience with a view to attaining these goals.
of Maharashtra, concluded his reputed work DasBeing born with positive character traits is a great
bodh with the suggestion that a change in attitude fortune indeed. But even these inborn qualities have
would be a just fruition of the study of this text. to be nurtured. That Sachin Tendulkar got inducted
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into the Indian team as a teenager is evidence of his
innate cricketing genius, but it is hard work that
has helped him maintain his premier position as a
cricketer. The same is true of a Mozart or a Picasso.
So Swami Ramdas is categorical: ‘Virtue results in
prosperity, and vice leads to poverty; this is the sure
outcome of character, there is no doubt about that.’
Primacy of Self-effort
One must not read an equation of vice and poverty
into Swami Ramdas’s aforementioned statement.
Some nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
Christian thinkers had in fact justified imperialism by suggesting that the material prosperity of
Christian nations was the result of a Christian work
ethic that was lacking elsewhere. Swami Ramdas
emphasized that strenuous effort must replace dependence upon fate, for exertion is the key to a successful life. Many a time unsuccessful people curse
their fate for failure in life. Swami Ramdas does
not approve of this outlook: ‘Because one does not
put in untiring effort one does not get the desired
results.’ Sincere effort, in Ramdas’s opinion, takes
the place of God or fate.
Weak-minded people resort to astrologers and
fall prey to their guiles. Instead, one should look up
to people who build their own future with steadfast
work. It is often seen that big businessmen approach
astrologers or spiritual personalities with a view to
securing prosperity in business. Swami Ramdas’s
views in this matter are outspoken and blunt. According to him credit for success should be given
to God or to the help of spiritual personalities. But
one cannot set divine help as a pre-condition for
success. He points out that by proper use of wisdom
and hard work even fate lines on one’s palm can be
changed; so why overlook this factor and succumb
to dubious practices that invite misfortune.
There are numerous examples of entrepreneurial
success through hard work. The owner of the Bytco
tooth powder company, Sri Chavan, lived his childhood in poverty, he often had to go without square
meals or sufficient clothing. He started his business
in tooth powder by door-to-door selling on a bi
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cycle. Today Nasik has several institutions belonging
to the Bytco group. Sri Chavan also made it a point
to share his hard-earned wealth through generous
philanthropy. The life and work of the industrialist,
educationist, and philanthropist Raosaheb Gogte
also make interesting reading [See M V Kamath, The
Makings of an Industrialist (Bombay: Jaico, 1991)]. It
was only by virtue of hard work that he achieved
success. Another instructive aspect of many of these
success stories is how a lax work ethic and poor personal discipline in the second- and third-generation
company members leads to a decline. Hence caution and relentless work are of crucial importance
in achieving and sustaining success.
Etiquette
Etiquette may sound a Victorian term and is likely
to elicit a negative reaction from many. After all we
live in times of free behaviour. But we often forget
that our character is reflected in small acts that influence our success. Swami Ramdas emphasizes the
need for following social etiquette. He strongly disapproves of odd, clumsy, and dull behaviour passing off as spiritual. He was of the opinion that the
more spiritually mature a person is, the more does
his or her behaviour turn upright. Following are
some of the behavioural traits that Swami Ramdas
disapproves of: Not acquiring knowledge to uplift
oneself, dwelling upon one’s lineage and the qualities of one’s forefathers without doing one’s duties,
laughing without rhyme or reason, reclining on the
bed in the presence of respected people, shouting
at the members of one’s family but putting up a glib
appearance in society, getting irritated over petty
matters, not taking medicine during illness, not following dietary rules, moving around in public inadequately clothed, misappropriating money from
one’s office, poking one’s nose between two people
engaged in conversation, making silly gestures, washing in the drinking water reservoir, scratching one
leg with another, showing unnecessary love to dogs,
neither taking care of purchased books nor sharing
them with others. According to Swami Ramdas all
these are symptoms of a foolish person.
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This may seem a curious list in present times but This results in the growth of intelligent masses with
the bottom line in Swami Ramdas’s words is to ‘get weak physique and diseased minds. A huge proporalong with people, for that is how work is accom- tion of our children remain malnourished, college
plished; creating impediments leads one nowhere’. youth suffer backache, and the incidence of diabetes,
hypertension, and heart attacks at a relatively young
The Importance of Listening
age is on the rise. Suicide due to failure in school
Once Emperor Akbar’s famous minister Birbal had exams is another symptom of this malady. And these
three identical-looking statues prepared. He then students often have above-average intelligence.
asked the emperor to insert a thin wire into the ears
Now let us look at Swami Ramdas’s daily routine
of each of the statues. In the case of the first statue as a youth. Between the age of twelve and twentyit came out from the other ear; in the case of the four he lived at Nasik. Every morning he would
second, it came out through the mouth; and in the spend two hours performing the comprehensive
case of the third, the wire went down into the core yogic exercise called Surya Namaskar. He would
of the image. ‘Your Highness,’ Birbal remarked, ‘in devote six hours to the practice of japa and meditayour royal court there are three types of listeners. tion every day, and another six hours were devoted
Some are like the first statue—they take in with one to study. Surya Namaskar helped him develop a
ear and let out through the other. Some others are resilient physique, japa and meditation strengthlike the second image—they do listen, but go on ened his heart, and wide-ranging study resulted in
talking without behaving in accordance with their all-round mental development.
Today’s youth seem to have little time for exerspeech. Only a few are like the third model—whatever they listen enters their heart and they behave cises like Surya Namaskar. Not having learnt mediin accordance with what they learn.’
tation, they often suffer from poor attention and
Swami Ramdas maintains that listening must concentration. Even under the communist regime,
not only be a source of entertainment but an aus- Russian cosmonauts were advised to undertake
terity that brings about change in one’s life. Atten- meditation to help keep their blood pressure stable
tive listening is a key to personal transformation, it during space travel. The ancient Indian art of yoga
being essential for effective communication and seems to be more popular in the US than in India.
harmonious interpersonal relationships.
Of course, there has been a resurgence of interest
Given the importance of the subject, Swami in yoga, meditation, and pranayama following the
Ramdas dwells on it in detail in the Dasbodh: efforts of popular teachers like Swami Ramdev. The
‘While listening, one should be fully attentive and question that needs reiteration here is: Are we goof concentrated mind. The listener should get fully ing to include these wholesome disciplines, which
immersed in the thoughts of the speaker. If a student positively affect overall health, in our school and
is not attentive, he will not gain knowledge.’ He dis- college curricula?
cusses such practical details as organizing lectures in
places free of noise and mosquitoes, and light food An Eye for Elegance
Swami Ramdas had an eye for beauty and elegance.
intake prior to lectures to reduce distraction.
He emphasized the need for neatness and precision
Balance of Head, Heart, and Hands
in every work. His suggestions about elegant handAccording to Swami Vivekananda, genuine educa- writing may be taken as a case in point: ‘Those who
tion results in a harmonious development of head, are of tender age should write cautiously. The writheart, and hands. Present-day curricula place a pre- ing should attract people. The letters should be dark,
mium on intellectual growth but often turn a blind prominent, and bold, having a uniform mould. The
eye to physical health and nourishment of the soul. script should be even and words equidistant. They
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should neither be too cramped nor too spaced out. Life as Yajna
Writing should be neat and attractive and should Life is an interconnected web of mutual give and
endear itself to the reader.
take. The ancient Indian rishis emphasized the
The Swami had himself prepared a model of ex- concept of the cosmos as an ongoing sacrifice,
cellent handwriting which he used to give to his where all growth and renewal is at the expense of
disciples. He also gave thought to proper
the old and the passing, the new in turn
preparation of the writing material—
serving as sacrificial offering in a cyclic
the ink, the wooden pen, and the
process. Remembering this sacripaper. A copy of the Jnaneshwari,
ficial nature of every human
act can have a transforming
the noted Gita commentary,
effect on human life. Sawritten down in a beautiful hand by a disciple of
marth Ramdas reminds us
Swami Ramdas, is availthat the intake of food
is not merely for fillable at Dhullia.
The days of handwrit
ing an empty stomach,
ten texts are certainly
but that it is a  yajna.
He advised that one
over, but calligraphic
principles have a
should not consume
timeless relevance.
food without having
More important, preworked for it. In later
cision and elegance
times,  Lokmanya
in work will always
Tilak also stressed the
fetch its rewards.
point that if a student
Spiritual life has
takes food without
often been seen as
doing his studies or
the vocation of renunphysical work, then it
ciants and simple piety
is as good as taking free
is all that is usually exfood. And this needs to
pected of householders.
be avoided. Swami RamSwami Ramdas however
das also mentions the
need for maintaining an
envisioned a dynamic spirituality: ‘First lead the domesatmosphere befitting a sacritic life properly and then seek
fice while taking food: burning
out the highest spiritual truth.
incense, maintaining calm, and
Do not be lazy here; be discriminaremembering God by mentally taktive. If you carry out your worldly duties
ing his name or reciting shlokas. One
Samarth Ramdas
righteously, transcendental life will follow.
has only to practise this for a short while
Those who have been successful in both mundane to see its invigorating effect on both body and
and transcendental affairs are indeed satisfied. So, if mind.
you are careful and discriminative in mundane matIn sum, Samarth Ramdas gave a call for perters, rest assured that your transcendental affairs are sonal and social transformation that has validity
being taken care of. But if your ways in mundane even today. We can look up to his teachings for
matters are incorrect, then the transcendent realm guidance as we navigate ourselves through a turis lost unto you.’
bulent world.
P
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Engaged Buddhism in My View
Ven. Sumedha

A

fter Buddha’s maha-parinirvana, his disci- lems—has emerged in the context of the global
ples assembled at Rajagriha to compile their struggle for human rights, equality, justice, and somaster’s teachings. Their compilation was cial progress for all. As a style of ethical practice, it
recorded in the Pali language, and formed the Bud- may be seen as a new paradigm of Buddhism.
dhist canon, called the Tripitaka or ‘triple basket’.
The term ‘Engaged Buddhism’ was coined by
Subsequent councils of Buddha’s followers were Thich Nhat Hanh, the well-known Vietnamese
held over the centuries, and gradually the Buddhists Buddhist teacher. During the Vietnam War, he felt
got divided into different groups on various issues. he could not remain inactive, surrounded by the terThese groups are the different sects of Buddhism. rible suffering of the Vietnamese people; yet he had
Where these sects are not following the Dhamma to remain true to his monastic calling. With a small
teachings as prescribed by Buddha, they have deteri- group of like-minded Buddhists, he developed the
orated; they have lost the original Buddhist values. ideas of Engaged Buddhism: a Buddhism respondBuddhism has always been known for its tolerant ing to the suffering and needs of people while reoutlook towards other beliefs and values—in keep- maining true to the Dhamma; a practice that is not
ing with the vision of its founder. Buddhist leaders separate from the practice of meditation; a way that
like Thich Nhat Hanh, Sulak Sivaraksa, and Sheng applies Buddhist teachings to situations of social,
Yen, and also Buddhist organizations like Tzu Chi political, and economic injustice. He formulated
and Sarvodaya, have been engaged in numerous fourteen guidelines for Engaged Buddhism, which
activities with other religious groups in this era of emphasize applying mindfulness to the different
globalization. They are actively forging new bonds dimensions of our lives: striving to avoid fanatiof understanding and acceptance across different cism, narrow mindedness, anger, hatred, greed, and
religious groups. In a global society, harmony and sexual misconduct; striving not to ignore the sufrespect amongst the different religions is essential. fering of others; and striving to cultivate commuBetter understanding of other religious traditions nication, loving speech, listening, simple living in
brings various social groups together, and is a means the present moment, right livelihood, reverence for
to securing greater social and religious acceptance. life, and generosity.
Anybody can follow this new movement called
Communication provides an opportunity for discussion of issues of mutual interest. All religions Engaged Buddhism. It is socio-political action inteach moral precepts for perfecting the functions fused with spiritual practice and thought; practising
of the body, speech, and mind. All religions have Buddhism by doing one’s duty towards society and
similar ideals of compassion, kindness, tolerance, also working for one’s own spiritual development.
and social welfare. Buddhists maintain cordial and It is a unique opportunity to practise the pancha
friendly relations with most faith communities.
shila or five precepts—eschewing killing, stealing,
misuse of sex, lying, and taking intoxicants—which
An Emerging Paradigm
have been, one could say, expanded into the fourSocially Engaged Buddhism—the application of teen guidelines. Engaged Buddhism can contribute
Buddhist teachings to the resolution of social prob- much towards the welfare of people in India and all
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over the world. When I toured South India some
time back, many people from disadvantaged backgrounds came to me and asked me to teach Buddhism. I asked them to practise the panchashila. I
also advised them to make their surroundings fit for
the practice of Buddha Dhamma.
Buddhism is a ‘universal’ religion in the sense
that it is concerned with a fundamental aspect of
the human condition: suffering. Since the beginning of the twenty-first century, there has been
a blossoming of Engaged Buddhist activity. It is
heartening to know that the impetus for this movement has come from young Buddhists. The participation of young Buddhist nuns is also gaining
momentum in recent years. Activities of Engaged
Buddhism can lead our society towards social harmony, understanding, and friendship.
Myanmar
Myanmar is a Theravada Buddhist country with
a long cultural and traditional history. Its people
have had good relations with other countries. Propa
gation of Dhamma is a valuable gift of the Burmese
people to the world.
I spent more than fifty months in Myanmar
practising meditation. During that time, I also
wrote articles for journals and magazines. These
were translated and published in the Burmese language. I wrote about applying Buddha Dhamma in
day-to-day life. Nowadays, passion, not morality,
dominates people’s lives. We have forgotten the
benefits of the moral practices of our traditional
system. Our daily routine has become amoral and
mechanical. We need to change our behaviour. To
do so, we should be like a Dhamma soldier, who
fights evil within and without. This is what I argued
in my Myanmar articles.
Dhamma Soldier
Violence is increasing day by day in the world. Bribery, harassment, cheating, inequality, and insecurity
are common features of everyday life. The possibility of a third world war is a dreadful thought.
Moreover, sexual misconduct is emerging as a lawPB July 2008
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ful profession in many countries. We should condemn such harmful behaviour.
Our society is mentally disturbed. We don’t
know how to deal with the tensions and irritations
of our lives, and use drugs and medicines to calm
our minds. Gradually we become mental patients;
some even become suicidal.
People sully their lives with bad habits like gambling, smoking cigarettes, drinking alcohol, chewing tobacco, cheating, and adultery. These are
destroying humanity. All this should change. That
is why I have decided to be a soldier against evil.
Noble work brings merit. Keeping the precepts
well is itself right action, and it brings its own rewards. I think this is the right way for me to follow
the Dhamma.
You may think that the work of a soldier is only
to fight. However, I am a Dhamma soldier. A Sanskrit proverb says, ‘Dharmo rakshati rakshitah;
Dharma protects those who protect it.’ I will follow the four noble truths and our moral code to
triumph over evil. I am very lucky that I found all
my personal views about society reflected in Engaged Buddhism.
Navayana Buddhism
Now I want to discuss how Engaged Buddhism can
be applied in underdeveloped countries, especially
countries afflicted with injustice and suffering.
The people of Myanmar have been practising traditional Buddhism for the last two thousand years.
One speciality of the Buddhist tradition in Myanmar is that the Buddha vachana, teachings, have
been preserved unchanged since they were first introduced there. This unbroken tradition emphasizes the practice of vipassana, insight meditation,
to attain nirvana. At the same time, the Buddha
also taught us to practise right livelihood in order
to build a harmonious and peaceful society.
In addressing social, political, and economic
suffering and injustice, we have to enter society, leaving our meditation practice aside. At this
juncture, we should remember the words of Lord
Buddha: When one is suffering from mental or
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Zen Wisdom • A martial arts student went to his
teacher and said earnestly, ‘I am devoted to your
martial system. How long will it take me to master
it?’ Teacher: ‘Ten years.’ Student: ‘But I want to master
it faster than that. I will work very hard. I will practise
ten or more hours every day.’ Teacher: ‘Then it will
take twenty years.’

physical ailments, one’s priority must be to heal
those ailments. Afterwards one can practise vipassana in solitude to attain nirvana. On the other
hand, merely engaging in helping others or taking
help from others is not right for an aspirant of the
Theravada tradition. Meditation and helping others
must be combined, and all acts of service must be
done mindfully, in the spirit of meditation. Engaged Buddhism is an art of living, and not merely
a religion. This spontaneous Buddhist movement
represents a marked departure from traditional
Buddhism of the past.
If we know about an author, it will be easier for
us to understand his books. Learning how Thich
Nhat Hanh responded to the suffering of his brethren and fellow Vietnamese can help us understand
his call to Engaged Buddhism. As a leader, he responded to the situation in which he found himself.
The Dalai Lama too is an example for us, in the way
he deals with the problems of the Tibetan people.
Engaged Buddhism may be a new stream of Buddhism—we could call it navayana Buddhism.
One Buddhist practitioner has eloquently
written:
Retreat would be nice. It would be peaceful and
non-distracting. But is it practical for us everyday people? And, if we are in this world, with all
its distractions, then we need to make it the best
world we can. Can we find stillness within while
gangs shoot up our neighbourhoods, the earth
is raped and made into an uninhabitable desert,
and the poor starve a few blocks from where the
wealthy feast? That is the true challenge. Turning our backs on the world is not the answer. Doing whatever we can do, no matter how little that
might be, is one path to choose.
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If we analyse the present political, economic,
and social condition of Asian countries, we find
a lot of suffering and injustice. I believe that Socially Engaged Buddhism can be applied to effect
positive changes. In the recent past, human rights
abuses have been many. Corruption is growing like
a viral pandemic. Standards of law and order are
widely ignored. Engaged Buddhism will be an effective remedy. It emphasizes the practice of the
panchashila for healthy life and society.
We must share the principles of Engaged Buddhism with the world community; it can be a process of exchange, of mutual cooperation. We can
also find ways to relieve suffering by taking help
of scientific and technological facilities, wherever
available. The volunteers of Engaged Buddhism can
serve the society effectively using whatever means
are available to them.
In Sri Lanka, Engaged Buddhists of the Sarvodaya Shramadana movement work to bring peace to
the island by organizing peace marches and meditation camps. Sarvodaya also began working with the
government and with other NGOs. People in South
Korea, Japan, China, Europe, and America are also
being benefitted by following Engaged Buddhism.
In Myanmar, Engaged Buddhist activists are
doing well in establishing hospitals. However,
many things remain to be done. Organizing peace
marches and conducting meditation camps will
help us share our energies. Digging wells, laying
roads, and similar social works will bring goodwill among the Burmese people. We can help newcomers and less learned people to understand
Buddha’s reference to the ‘four sublime abodes’ that
lead one to a divine state in this life: loving kindness, compassion, joy, and equanimity.
Life is full of hope. If one makes an earnest attempt to practise Engaged Buddhism, one will
begin to feel the power in it. I am sure that Asian
people will leave the path of hatred and greed. Instead, they will imbibe the spirit of the Engaged
Buddhism movement to live happily and to make
their society peaceful and harmonious.
My Dhamma greetings to you all.
P
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The Many-splendoured
Ramakrishna-Vivekananda Vedanta – VI
Dr M Sivaramkrishna

I

n a letter to Swami Yogeshananda, Sister
Gargi wrote: ‘I am still working on the Life [of
Swamiji]. I have bitten off a bigger hunk in that
regard than I had thought. But that is true of absolutely everything. In Vedanta one gets rather used
to having one’s mouth so full that one can barely
chew, isn’t it?’1
This is absolutely true in regard to Sri Ramakrishna, the most significant exemplar of Vedanta in
our times. One comes across so much information
about him that one is both elated and unnerved.
The array of authors presenting facts from diverse
perspectives and contexts make one feel that the
Holy Trinity—Ramakrishna, Sarada Devi, Vivekananda—is a kamadhenu, the wish-fulfilling cow,
as well as a kalpataru, the celestial tree. They never
cease offering spiritual treasures to anybody who
wants them.
The Gospel and the Gita
We are all familiar with Sri Ramakrishna’s luminous
summing up of the significance of the Bhagavadgita.
He reversed the word Gita and summed up tyaga
as the core of the sacred text’s import. I was a bit
curious to see if the Great Master was mentioned
in any recent study of the scripture. Sure enough, I
came across a very fascinating study by Ram Dass:
Paths to God: Living the Bhagavad Gita. The blurb
on the book says: ‘from the ground-breaking author
of Be Here Now’.
Ram Dass is indeed a ground-breaking figure.
His psychedelic experiments—in association with
Timothy Leary—were extremely intriguing to
scholars, and New Age children as well. An assiduous experimenter in several inner traditions, including the Sufi and the Jewish, Ram Dass also wrote
PB July 2008

extensively. His narrative on Neem Karoli Baba
presents fascinating cameos of the saint.
Before we glance at the references to the Great
Master in Ram Dass’s exposition of the Gita, I am
presenting here a few parallels between the Gospel
of Sri Ramakrishna and the Gita. The most striking
is the starting point of both texts: vishada, sorrow
as a fact of existence, a sorrow that impels one to
the quest for essence. If it is misplaced compassion
for his kinsmen that compelled Arjuna to seek the
wisdom of the Lord, it is unbearable domestic turmoil that has led M to leave his home. The grief was
so intolerable that M wanted to put an end to his
life. We learn that,
Mahendra came face to face with unbearable
domestic difficulties, living as he was, in a joint
family. The idealist in him found it impossible to
compromise with his father’s wish to earn more
money and devote himself entirely to the needs
of the family. … Bitter quarrels broke out among
the members of the family, so much so that Mahendra was in utter despair and despondency. Being a sensitive intellectual, he began seriously to
think of putting an end to his life. … One can easily gauge Mahendra’s state of mind. Overwhelmed
by despair and exhausted in body, he began to
wonder if he should still continue to live in this
wicked world.2
In these contexts, killing relatives in battle and
killing oneself are both offshoots of family life. Both
scriptures transmute the consequent sorrow in ways
that gloriously transcend the familial context and
suggest universal paths to spiritual liberation such
as devotion, work, and knowledge. Certainly, a fulllength study comparing the Gospel with the Gita
awaits exploration. In sum, the Gospel, like the Gita,
transforms a vale of tears into ‘a mart of joy’!
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I only ask you approach Ramakrishna with the
same open-minded curiosity you might feel about
any highly unusual human being: a Julius Caesar, a
Catherine of Siena, a Leonardo da Vinci, an Arthur
Rimbaud. Dismiss from your mind, as far as you are
able, such categories as holy-unholy, sane-insane,
wise-foolish, pure-impure, positive-negative, usefuluseless. Just say to yourself as you read [his life]:
this, too, is humanly possible. Then later, if you like,
consider the implications of that possibility for the
rest of the human species.
—Christopher Isherwood

An Open Text
In Ram Dass’s book the first reference to Sri Ramakrishna occurs in a discussion of the obstacles to
‘develop[ing] our intuition,’ a step towards the
knowledge of the Self. ‘Intuitive wisdom,’ says
Ram Dass, ‘is a non-conceptual appreciation of
something through becoming one with it. That’s a
deeper way of understanding things, and it’s doorway to becoming wisdom [sic].’3 It’s in support of
this that Ram Dass cites the Master: ‘Ramakrishna
said, “Only two kinds of people can attain to selfknowledge: those whose minds are not encumbered
at all with learning—that is to say, not overcrowded
with thoughts borrowed from others—and those
who, after studying all the scriptures, have come to
realize that they know nothing” ’ (ibid.).
The idea is transparent; but, as far as I could
check, this is a paraphrase of the Master’s ‘insight’,
not a direct quote. Ram Dass quotes Ramana Maharshi and gives references to the sources. Quite a few
other books are also cited in the ‘Notes’ (307–9),
but the Gospel does not figure among them. Does
this suggest that Sri Ramakrishna’s sayings are not
tied down to scholarly quotes but are sustainable
in terms of the concerned person’s perspective? In
other words, the Great Master’s sayings are part of
the current spiritual discourse existing in a mode
that Max Muller called, in his biography of the
Master, ‘the dialogic method’. Shravana, listening
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to sayings, is part of the ethos in which figures like
Sri Ramakrishna exist. If granthas, books, are granthis, knots, as the Master himself quipped, perhaps
the Gospel does not tie up or knot anyone. Practitioners of different religions are free to absorb its
sayings in accordance with their individual tastes
and temperaments. Though this could invite the
risk of distortion, I do not know if anyone can legislate against it; the Gospel is an open text.
Another example of this kind appears in relation to the indescribable nature of the experience of
Brahman. Ram Dass observes: ‘Ramakrishna said
that one thing that can’t be soiled by man’s tongue
(by words, that is) is Brahman, because what Brahman really is can’t be spoken of. We can talk about
it, but we’re talking from one plane, about something in another plane which in its very nature is
completely different from anything that is “speakable about” ’ (94–5).
This has noteworthy implications. If Brahman
and the experience of Brahman are intractable to
language, the vast range of Sri Ramakrishna’s splendour does not lie so much in its availability through
books as in its ‘presence’ in the broad milieu of
contemporary spiritual seekers and their current
traditions. Ram Dass seems to suggest this when
he writes: ‘Although we can’t define this thing we’re
calling Brahman, may be we can approach an experience of it by immersing ourselves in a kind of
collective description of it’ (95). Whatever the implications, it is undeniable that Sri Ramakrishna figures in the inner quest of many, even when the level
of exposure to the ‘original’ sources—his words in
Bengali, for instance—is low.
Also related is the inexpressible nature of the experience of samadhi. Ram Dass points to the photographs of the Master in that state. Sri Ramakrishna
‘used to go into very high states of samadhi all the
time. There are photos of him with light pouring out
of his body’ (98). A resume of the Master’s description of the chakras follows, and Ram Dass explicates
that in the very process of describing the chakras Sri
Ramakrishna would ‘go off into samadhi. His body
would be standing there, luminous, but he would
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be somewhere else.’ And ‘with tears streaming down
his cheeks,’ Sri Ramakrishna would reaffirm, ‘I really
want to tell you, but the Divine Mother won’t let
me’ (ibid.). Ram Dass says further: ‘But although
Ramakrishna couldn’t describe it, he could lose
himself in it. He couldn’t report back, but he could
experience what it was like’ (99).
This is an extremely suggestive figuring of Sri
Ramakrishna in mystical and philosophical contexts of continuing significance. Here is a quick
resume of Ram Dass’s insights: (i) The Great Master illumines such areas as the nature of intuition;
(ii) Sri Ramakrishna is a presence which can be
experienced even if one is unacquainted with the
scholarly apparatus of ‘primary sources’; (iii) Sri
Ramakrishna’s language is amenable to rephrasing by whosoever is immersed in it—this is evident from Ram Dass’s own handling of it. This also
raises important questions about translatability of
sacred texts (if Kathamrita becomes the Gospel in
translation, so be it!); (iv) The role of language in
articulating mystical experiences remains a perennially perplexing problem as is exemplified by the
description of Ramakrishna’s samadhi. But a text
wrenched, so to say, from its linguistic, cultural,
and spiritual moorings may raise questions of textual ethics, besides that of translatability of ideas.
A Few More Comparisons
Sri Ramakrishna is also mentioned in another very
interesting study of the Gita by Eric J Sharpe: The
Universal Gītā: Western Images of the BhagavadGītā. This study was published in 1985, the bicentennial of Charles Wilkins’s translation of the
Gita. The book announces that ‘to study the impact of the Gita on the Western mind over two
centuries is to obtain an impression of something
much larger—the West’s estimate of Hindu culture
and religion in its entirety.’ And the Times Literary Supplement says that it is an engrossing study
which ‘broadens our perspective on this major text
of Hindu culture.’
Sharpe suggests that ‘perhaps the translator is
always a traitor to the original’, but adds that ‘dePB July 2008
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grees of treachery need not concern us’. This is not
a valid view when the treachery becomes a source of
indefensible distortion. I shall take this up later.
Sharpe’s references to the Great Master are derived from John Nicol Farquhar’s (1861–1929) Gita
and Gospel (1903). Farquhar was exploring the ‘Bengali sources of the rise of the literary “neo-Krishna”
movement’. Sharpe says that Farquhar ‘does not
claim that Krishna and the Gita were previously an
insignificant component in Bengali religious life;
merely that the Gita “leaped into greater prominence than ever” as a result of impulses coming ultimately from Ramakrishna and Keshab Chandra
Sen and the process was inspired on the literary
level chiefly by Bankim Chandra.4
Thus, the advent of Sri Ramakrishna signalled
the most vibrant reincarnated form of Krishna consciousness and, as its corollary, the spiritual activism
that the Gita articulates, including variations that
are unique to the Great Master. From this point of
view, the Gospel is a contemporary Gita and the Gita
a classical Gospel of, among other things, selfless action. From the Gospel emerge the entire gamut of
human consciousness and its existential ethos.
The other important book by Farquhar, Modern Religious Movements in India—first published
by Macmillan in 1915—has extensive references to
the Great Master; but the one that intrigued me,
in the present context, is the comparison between
the Master’s Gospel and the Christian Gospels. Farquhar writes: ‘Even the best biography that exists,
which was written by one of his pupils, and published by Max Muller, decidedly tends here and
there towards the marvellous; and a large volume,
published by another of his disciples, and called the
[The] Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna, so profoundly
familiar, so familiarly profound. … It is a small mystic
lamp for searching God outside this spider-net of
philosophies, of rituals, and of metaphysical disputes. It is impregnated with very pure love and no
threat casts its shadow over those pages of mysterious whiteness.
—Amado Nervo
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Gospel of Śri Rāmakṛishṇa, imitates the Christian
Gospels so carefully in many minor points that one
wonders how far the assimilation has gone.’5
Whether the Christian Gospels were imitated
or not is a different and difficult issue. But the creative absorption of the spirit of Christ is an area
that needs to be explored. Perhaps, imitation is
a question-begging word, and a fruitful area for
contemplation.
On Translation

himself chiefly, though not exclusively, to Kali,
in the bhakti mode’ (207). Sri Ramakrishna and
Blake! What an arresting and enchanting duo!
Regarding translations, Professor Spivak comments: ‘Jeffrey J Kripal [the author of the controversial book Kali’s Child] has read … Ramakrishna’s
life as a bhakta, as tantric practice. … Unfortunately,
the book is so full of cultural and linguistic mistranslations that the general premise cannot be
taken seriously’ (343, note 89).
Being familiar, though never thoroughly, with
the kind of authenticity that Professor Spivak
writes with, for me, what she says about tantric
studies and translations vis-à-vis Sri Ramakrishna
is gospel truth.
P

At one point in this article I raised questions about
translations, especially of religious texts like the
Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna. At present, serious misperceptions are afloat in the academic corridors
with regard to omissions and commissions in the
English translations of the Kathamrita. Of course, References
translations are treacherous, as Sharpe observes.
1. ‘Letters of Sister Gargi’, American Vedantist, 10/4
(Winter, 2005), 18.
Therefore, whether such translations and studies
2. Dharm Pal Gupta, The Life of M. and Sri Sri Ramaare distorted interpretations arising out of periphkrishna Kathamrita (Chandigarh: Sri Ma Trust,
eral acquaintance with the original Bengali, is a very
1988), 7–8.
serious issue that needs to be carefully explored.
3. Ram Dass, Paths to God: Living the Bhagavad Gita,
It was quite reassuring for me to read Profes(New York: Harmony, 2004), 81.
4. Eric J Sharpe, The Universal Gītā: Western Images of
sor Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s comments in a
the Bhagavad-Gītā: a Bicentenary Survey (London:
most fascinating essay entitled ‘Moving Devi’. As
Gerald Duckworth, 1985), 97.
one can always expect from anything written by
5. J N Farquhar, Modern Religious Movements in India
this most distinguished and provocative of ‘post(Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1998), 188.
6. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Other Asias (Oxford:
modernists’, this essay is a revelation on the subject
Blackwell, 2008), 28.
of the Devi in Indian myth and religious practice.
Professor Spivak dedicated this essay hesitantly to
Ma Sarada: ‘For me, whatever she was, remains af- (Continued from page 394)
flicted by mortality … Is it appropriate to dedicate The ideal for common people that has been boldly
these pages to her? You will judge.’6 The hesitation proclaimed by men of wisdom is beautifully decropped up because this article was written as an scribed in the poetic language of the Devi Mahat‘essay for the catalogue accompanying an exhibi- myam: ‘Bestow upon me beauty, victory, and fame;
tion on the Great Goddess (Devi) at the Arthur M annihilate my enemies. Give me a lovely wife after
Sackler gallery in Washington’ in 1998 (176). ‘Ma my heart.’
Sarada could not have known what an art gallery • When the people in society find that the alumni
was,’ says Professor Spivak.
of an educational institution stand proudly before
Before I conclude by citing her remark on trans- society, enjoying life boldly, and living healthy lives,
lation, I would like to quote her views on Sri Rama- then will they be attracted towards that particular
krishna: ‘He is,’ she says, ‘an ecumenical visionary type of education. The children of such alumni will
(he reminds me of William Blake), playing with re-establish the knowledge of Brahman in society
gaiety as position without identity, who addressed and thus save humankind.
P
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Girishchandra Ghosh:
As a Dramatic Director
Swami Chetanananda

G

irish was
not only
a brilliant
playwright and
actor but also an
outstanding director. As might be
expected, Girish’s
innovations in the
theatre were met
with some opposition. His irregular blank verse was criticized by traditional writers. He was also vehemently attacked
by puritans for engaging courtesans for women’s
roles in his dramas. Before this, men had generally performed women’s roles. The women Girish
chose often proved to be dedicated and talented
actresses. They were poorly educated, but Girish
trained them and wrote his dramas in simple language so that they could portray the characters with
naturalness. The famous actress Tinkari said: ‘I was
an illiterate girl. It was by his [Girish’s] grace that I
am now an actress.’1
Contrary to his reputation, Girish was actually
a very serious and disciplined man, and eventually
he was able to gain respect and attention. In fact,
Girish’s waywardness was somewhat overemphasized. In The Face of Silence Dhan Gopal Mukerji
revealed another side of him:

at least half a dozen actresses of the highest rank,
who had been hitherto condemned to a life of vice
while boys played the parts of women on the stage.
Since Girish, all that has been changed.
The other day in India when one of his star
actresses, now an old woman, called on my wife
and myself, she told us how ‘Father’—that is what
she called Girish—worked. ‘He brought about
a revolution in the life of womanhood in general. Women in terrible penury, instead of being
forced down into the abyss of vice, were now rescued by the stage. But “Father” did not stop there.
He brought us all in touch with the teachings of
Ramakrishna. He wanted us to come to the Monastery during the hours of worship and pray to
God. Some of us were afraid lest we soil the sac
red grounds. Father answered: “If Ramakrishna
were living he would teach you and me himself.
He loves us. Didn’t he come to earth for the fallen
like ourselves?” ’
Our talks with many other old actors and actresses convinced us that Girish, by staying with
his old Bohemian companions, did more spiritual
good than if he had left them. After his soul’s second birth, he did not act like a moral parvenu; he
repudiated nothing of his past. Instead, he slowly
permeated his friends and his writings with the
spirit of Ramakrishna. And as for the Power of
Attorney that he gave his Guru, Turiyananda and
others testify that he never violated it. All of them
affirm, ‘Girish was the most religious of us all: he
lived, as he said he would, by the promptings of
the Indweller.’2

Not only was he our greatest modern playwright;
he was also a great actor and producer. It was he
who revealed to the women of the underworld
that they could change their lives for the better by
taking up acting as a trade. Many wretched souls
he saved by training them to act. Not only that, he
also lifted up and revealed to the eyes of the public

Girish had experienced a wide range of intense
emotions in his life. These experiences, especially
grief, helped him to vividly express human emotions onstage. This ability is vital for playwrights,
actors, and directors. Girish’s heart was devastated
by sorrow after sorrow. He found solace by writing
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poems and songs, and by meeting his guru, Ramakrishna. The more he faced illness and death in
his family, the brighter his talent shone and the
stronger his faith in Ramakrishna grew.
Girish said: ‘Without encountering pain and
suffering in life, it is extremely difficult to become a
poet or a playwright. A playwright has to experience
the truth by facing various adverse circumstances. A
real poet does not write a poem without experiencing it. By God’s grace I have seen all types of characters—from low prostitutes and debauchees to a
highly venerable avatar. This whole world is a vast
stage and the theatre is its microscopic form.’3
During the last part of the nineteenth century
there were two great dramatic directors in Bengal: Girishchandra Ghosh and Ardhendu Shekhar
Mustafi. Abinash, Girish’s biographer and secretary, compared the teaching methods of these two
directors so that readers could understand Girish’s
unique genius. According to Abinash, Ardhendu
was not a playwright: He directed plays written by
others and assigned the various roles by observing
the characters of the actors and actresses employed
by the theatre in which he was working. Girish first
formed his theatre ensemble, then wrote a play he
deemed suitable for them, and finally cast and directed each role accordingly. Therefore, while helping to found the Bengali stage, Girish built both
the chariot and the path.
Abinash recalled:
We have watched and listened to the rehearsals
of both Ardhendu and Girish. Ardhendu would
instruct his students to imitate the character of
the drama exactly the way he understood and im
agined it. His motto was: ‘I am giving you the
script of the role. Now you follow the character
as much as you can.’ The students would find it
difficult to proceed in this way, but somehow they
tried to bring the play to the stage.
Girish’s teaching method was completely different. Before rehearsing a new play, Girish would
read the entire drama in front of the actors and
actresses. While listening, they would visualize
and imagine the personality and moods of all the
characters of the drama. They could then easily
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understand the personality and status of each
character and the effect of each character on the
entire drama. As a small part and a large part of a
machine have equal utility and effectiveness, so
also in a dramatic plot a small role and a large role
both have importance and necessity. One cannot
understand this fully until one pays close attention
to the entire drama.
In addition, Girish would focus on each role,
especially the major ones, and then train the students according to their natural ability. First, he
concentrated on the voice of the actors: it must
be natural to them and also impressive to the audience. Second, he keenly observed the actors’
physical gestures, manifestation of mood, facial
expression, and movement of the eyes. He would
then direct his students in such a way that their
artistic faculty or acting ability might be enhanced
more and more by practice. He never wanted his
students to blindly imitate, thus relinquishing
their originality. For example, he would represent
to his students several interpretations of a particular character, and then ask them to follow the one
that appealed to them most.
In this way the actors and actresses would become inspired when their acting talent manifested
itself because they had eliminated the difficulty
of imitation. Moreover, their delightful performances would charm the audience. As a result of
this kind of training, the audience would see a new
style of acting from Girish’s handpicked actors and
actresses. The acting—from the character of an
ordinary messenger to that of a king or queen—
flowed simply, smoothly, and naturally till the end
of the drama. Thus, a drama that Girish directed
was never stereotyped or hackneyed.
As Girish took special care in directing the
drama, so also in writing the drama he would create the mood and the language while keeping in
mind the reciting and acting abilities of his main
actors and actresses. For this reason, the actors and
actresses considered themselves to be fortunate to
have any role in one of Girish’s new dramas. Never
before had they such a golden opportunity, nor
such wonderful training to display their acting
skill with minimal effort (422–3).

Aparesh Mukhopadhyay, an actor and playwright, wrote in his famous book, Rangalaye Tirish
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Batsar (Thirty Years in the Theatre): ‘Girish was our
Dramatic Director. We were extraordinarily fortunate to learn acting under his guidance. It was a
great boon, the pride and joy of my acting life.’ 4
Aparesh described the rehearsal of Rana Pratap,
a famous historical drama written by Dwijendralal
Roy:
We decided to stage this long drama within five
days. Rehearsal started on Monday. Girish and Mr
Roy were present and each actor and actress had
a copy of the book in hand. Girish asked Mr Roy:
‘Sir, you start the rehearsal. As you are the author
of this play, you prompt the parts.’ Mr Roy replied:
‘My goodness! I can’t do that. You are a wonderful
director. Please, you conduct the rehearsal, and
let me listen.’
The rehearsal began. Girish and Mr Roy sat
side by side on two chairs. The actors and actresses
sat in front of them and everywhere there was pindrop silence. Whenever Girish would conduct a
rehearsal, there was tremendous excitement in the
gathering. Many writers, playwrights, and critics
would come and sit quietly and watch Girish’s art
of direction. It was a glorious period for the Bengali stage. However, after listening to two hours
of rehearsals, Mr Roy left, saying, ‘It will be wonderful!’ (95–6).

Aparesh also wrote about the writing and direction of Siraj-ud-Daula:
Before writing any play, Girish would study all the
available books on that subject. He first collected
and studied all the books about Siraj and the history of Murshidabad [the capital of Siraj] and the
East India Company [British colonizers], and then
he began to write Siraj-ud-Daula. At that time his
room looked like a small library while he remained
absorbed in studying the detailed history of Bengal. His method of writing was such that he would
not give dictation to his secretary until he completely understood the theme. If someone asked
him to write a new play, he would reply: ‘How can
I write a play? I have no time to read.’
When the script of Siraj-ud-Daula was finished, we began to rehearse with great enthusiasm.
This was Girish’s method of rehearsal: Before giving any direction, he would read aloud the entire
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script of the play. The owner of the theatre, the
actors, actresses, stage manager, make-up artists,
and others would listen to him attentively. He
would read each role exactly the way it was to
be enacted. As a result, everyone could visualize each character. When the reading was over,
Girish would ask everyone’s opinion irrespective
of whether they were learned or illiterate. He
would not disregard even the opinion of an unlettered stagehand who changed the scenes on the
stage. One day I asked Girish: ‘Sir, why are you
asking the view of that illiterate person? What
does he understand?’
Girish replied: ‘He may not be able to answer
like a drama critic, and I did not ask his opinion
from that standpoint; but on the whole he would
be able to say whether the story appealed to his
heart, which is free from ego and uncluttered by
erudition. Look, the full moon brings joy to the
learned as well as to the illiterate. I write dramas
not only for learned pandits but for everyone. The
goal of a drama is to give joy to all people—the
pandit, the illiterate, men, and women. For that
reason, one should introduce different moods
in a drama. I consider his opinion to be of some
value. If someone like him comes to see the play,
he should not feel that the money he spent and the
sleep he lost were for nothing’ (119–21).

Nowadays some directors are so proud and
overly sensitive that they cannot tolerate any criticism. Above, Aparesh revealed Girish’s humility
and his understanding of human psychology.
In addition to his plays, Girish also wrote some
important articles on the dramatic arts in Bengali,
including ‘Acting and the Actor’, ‘Women Acting
in Men’s Roles’, ‘Criticism of an Actress’, ‘How to
Become a Famous Actress’, ‘The Appeal of an Actor’,
‘The Stage’, ‘The Modern Theatre’, ‘Theatre: A Temple’, ‘A Playwright’, ‘Make-Up’, and ‘Dancing’.
In 1901, Girish wrote an article in the journal
Rangalaya entitled ‘Women Acting in Men’s Roles’.
Michael Madhusudan Datta had originally suggested that women could act in women’s roles. Then
Sharat Chandra Ghosh introduced the practice in
his Bengal Theatre in 1873.5 But it was Girish who
brought a revolution in the theatre by recruiting
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talented girls from red-light districts and training
them to be actresses. Many puritans—even the
great social reformer Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar
and the great poet Rabindranath Tagore—did not
approve of this.6
Girish analysed the problem in Rangalaya from
a director’s point of view: In the beginning he used
young girls to act in the roles of young boys, such as
Dhruva in Dhruva Charitra, Chaitanya and Nitya
nanda in Chaitanya Lila, but he did not think this
approach was successful. Girish wrote: ‘As a boy
cannot act well in a woman’s role, so also a woman’s
acting as a man looks unnatural.’ Girish wrote that
Binodini had performed the early life of Chaitanya
very well, but she could not fully manifest the adult
Chaitanya’s god-intoxicated mood. Similarly, the
famous French actress Sarah Bernhardt acted in the
title role of Shakespeare’s Hamlet. The audience saw
Sarah as Hamlet on the stage: She dressed like a boy
and pretended to be a boy. A woman was imitating a boy’s naughtiness and playful mood. But she
could not hide her bosom and although she was
a famous actress, her performance in Hamlet was
not successful.7
As a director, Girish selected courtesans to act
in the roles of women in his dramas because at that
time no girls from good families were permitted
by their parents to act on the stage. In March 1906,
a school headmaster wrote an article in Rangalaya
criticizing courtesans acting onstage because he
thought it would increase immorality among young
students. Girish wrote a long and logical rejoinder
in the same magazine. Here is an excerpt:
Is it possible for a headmaster to remove all the
bad habits of his students and make the school
flawless? A director of a theatre focuses his attention on training the actors and actresses to act well
and give joy to the audience. The goal of good
actresses is not to tempt the audience by casting
glances at them; otherwise they would not be
praised by the critics for their acting. If one wants
to see flirtatious ladies, one need not spend money
to go to the theatre. That can be seen on the street
and elsewhere. A lustful man thinks all women
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desire him, which is not true.
Once a gentleman from Calcutta went to
Vrindaban and said to a brahmachari: ‘I see there
is a lot of adultery going on here.’ The brahmachari replied: ‘Sir, you can see that frequently in
Calcutta. Why have you spent money to come
here? Please see Radha and Krishna in Vrindaban.’ When Sri Ramakrishna came to see the play,
he would salute the actresses, saying, ‘My Blissful Mother.’ He even blessed an actress with these
words, ‘Mother, be illumined’ (3.823–5).

Finally, Girish appealed to Rangalaya readers:
We hope our theatres will be made pure by the
touch of the feet of holy people. These actresses
will replace their censured profession with this
wonderful art of acting, and thus they will receive
blessings from the holy people and praise from
the public. My request to the critics is not to hate
these women, but rather to be well-wishers of
the theatre and give advice to the directors about
how to remove blemishes from it. Our method
of correction is different: There is no hatred, only
compassion; no fault-finding, but rather seeing
good qualities; mild rebuke for great mistakes;
encouragement for good deeds. Only motherly
affection—not erudition—can eradicate bad samskaras (3.827).

Usually the playwright writes the script, the
casting director selects the actors and actresses, and
the director stages and directs the play. The set designer, the lighting technician, the sound technician, the special-effects director, the stage manager,
the make-up artist, the wardrobe master, the choreographer, the music director, and other professionals come forward to complete the production.
Girish was such a genius that he wrote over ninety
plays, composed the songs for them, selected and
directed the actors and actresses, managed the stage
design, oversaw the costume design, and instructed
the dancing and music teachers. He even gave financial advice to the theatre owners. Girish’s positive, optimistic, and practical attitude made him a
successful director, and every owner wanted him to
work in his theatre.
In his memoirs Girish recorded his wide range
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of experiences regarding theatre, acting, and actors.
He left this document as his legacy for future
generations:
It is said that a poet is born and so is an actor. One
cannot be an actor through schooling and training alone. Of course an actor needs training, but
generally he needs good posture, good looks, and
a sweet voice. A homely person cannot act in the
role of a hero simply by applying make-up. In some
plays, an ugly person is necessary, such as the hero
of Victor Hugo’s ‘Hunchback of Notre Dame’. The
role of a serious part needs the right kind of body;
so also the role of a jester needs the appropriate
body. A king uses a sweet voice when he talks to
the queen, but he needs a commanding tone when
he gives orders to his army. The language and accent of an actor can be an obstacle to acting. For
example, the Bengali accent of an East Bengal person is not suitable for the Calcutta stage.
An actor should not perform carelessly or halfheartedly. The audience may be large or small, appreciative or inappreciative, but the actor must
present his skill with sincerity. Sometimes we hear
that a great actor has left a deep impression on the
audience by acting in a particular role and that
none can surpass him. Knowing this, a real actor
should not be afraid to accept that role; rather, he
should meet the challenge and devote his energy,
sincerity, and ingenuity to it. Previously Miss Siddons became famous in acting the role of Lady
Macbeth; later Sarah Bernhardt also became
famous in acting the same role. In our country,
Rama and Lakshmana are changed every year in
the Ramlila. So also in England Romeo and Juliet are changed every year, and the audience then
sees something new in those characters. This novelty originates from different actors and actresses
becoming absorbed in the characters in different
ways. This is how they charm the audience.
Sometimes ambitious actors and actresses fight
for the main roles of a drama without knowing
which role will suit them. If they do not get their
desired roles, they become angry with the director. Suppose they get their desired roles: they
will not be able to satisfy the audience. Ego is the
main obstacle to an actor’s meditation on his role.
Sarah Bernhardt fully acknowledged this in her
autobiography.
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Finally, an actor’s first duty is to wander in the
realm of ideas and imagination, and lift the audience to that realm. How does he do it? Meditation
is the answer. Second, the actor must practise according to his meditation. Third, the actor’s dress
and make-up are very important. Sometimes we
noticed that an actor’s acting may not be up to the
mark, but he receives an ovation from the audience because of his wonderful costume and makeup (3.829–46).

As a director, Girish realized that absorption in
one’s role is not enough to make a good actor. He
said: ‘While acting, an actor divides his mind and
focuses it in two ways: with one half of his mind
he remains absorbed in his own role and with the
other half he becomes a witness. At that time he
watches how he is absorbed in his role, the delivery of his speech, the reaction and dialogue of his
co-actors, and whether his voice is reaching the last
row of the theatre. An actor learns this technique
through training and practice.’ 8
Upendranath Vidyabhushan, a witness to
Girish’s acting and an art critic and author, wrote:
Drama is a visual form of literature. When Girish
dictated the dialogue for each character, his voice
and facial expression would change accordingly, as
if he was acting in that role. He was extremely skilful in modulating his voice as well as in applying
his make-up. He could mesmerize the audience
by presenting various moods in a particular scene.
In fact there was not another single all-round talented director in India like Girish, and it is hard
to say how many like him were there in Europe
and America. Someone may ask: where did he
get such training, skill, and erudition regarding
drama?
Well, he was deeply interested in plays and acting from his early youth. Wherever there was any
theatrical performance or any discussion about
drama, he would go there, leaving all his duties.
In addition, he would attentively study innumerable books on drama and acting and try to act according to the guidelines of those books. To learn
archaeology and history he became a member of
the Asiatic Society. But he was not satisfied with
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reading books; he regularly visited well-known
scientists and theologians, such as Dr Mahendralal Sarkar and Father Eugene Lafont. He read
all dramas published in Europe and Asia during
his lifetime. He also studied the English translation of the plays published in the French, Belgian, Norwegian, Spanish, and German languages.
Girish Babu’s personal library was packed with
books on drama and acting. No professors of our
universities were as well versed in the science and
art of acting as Girish Babu. He was truly a unique
acting director.
First he would select an actor and his role in
the play, and then explain to him everything about
that particular role. He would also make clear the
meaning of difficult words if there were any in
that role, and finally he would ask the actor to
memorize the lines. During the rehearsal of that
role, Girish Babu would teach the actor the physical movements, facial expressions, modulation of
voice, and mood needed for that role. Girish Babu
actually was the pioneer of many novel methods
of acting on the Bengali stage.9

From October 1869 to February 1912, Girish
dominated the Bengali stage as an actor, playwright, and dramatic director. During this period
he also trained many young actors and actresses,
who loved and respected him as their guru. Even
some of Girish’s contemporaries—Mahendralal
Basu, Amritalal Mukhopadhyay, and Matilal Sur—
regarded him as their guru. Only a jeweller knows
the value of a jewel. Because Girish was a great actor
himself, he recognized talent in others. For example, while watching a yatra performance, Girish was
struck by the powerful voice of one of the actors.
He brought the actor, Amritalal Mitra, to the Star
Theatre, where he trained him and gave him important roles in many of his plays. Amritalal became a
superstar of the Bengali stage.
Girish also found some wonderfully talented
young women in the red-light districts of Calcutta. Under his guidance, they became famous
actresses: Binodini, Tinkari, Tarasundari, Basantakumari, Kiranbala, Pramadasundari, Nagendrabala,
Narisundari, Kusumkumari, Sushilasundari, and
others were all his students. He was like a loving
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father and compassionate guru to these actresses.
Some writers have exaggerated Girish’s sinful character, but the testimonies of these women reveal
his true nature and the pure relationship he had
with them.
Binodini wrote in her autobiography:
In the theatre I was the right-hand person of Girish
Babu and proud to be his first and main disciple.
He was always anxious to fulfil even my smallest
request. In every play, Girish Babu gave the main
roles to me, Amrita Mitra, Amrita Basu, and to
himself. With great care he taught me how to act.
His method of teaching was wonderful. First he
would explain the idea and mood of the role and
then ask me to memorize the script. Whenever he
had a little time, he would tell us the fascinating
stories and plays of Shakespeare, Milton, Byron,
and Pope, and sometimes he would explain to us
the art of acting from their works. If any famous
actresses came to Calcutta from England, he would
send us to watch their acting so that we could learn
more. It was because of his training that when I
acted on the stage, I would become one with that
character and completely forget myself.10

Tinkari had very little education, but she acted
in many of the main roles in Girish’s plays, such
as Lady Macbeth, Jana, Subhadra, and Sri. She attained much fame, wealth, and acclaim. In her reminiscences she wrote: ‘The most venerable Girish
Babu trained me with special care, and for that reason, being an illiterate girl, I was able to achieve love
and adoration from the lovers of theatre’ (630).
Sushilasundari wrote:
We don’t know about the genius of our guru Girish
Chandra; we don’t know anyone else who has
written as many books as he did. We don’t have
the power or inclination to judge the pros and
cons of his dramas. We are incapable of judging his
good and bad qualities. But this much we know:
he was a great soul; he was our guru, father, and
trainer. He imparted a little light of wisdom in our
hearts. He taught us to make our living by earning
money by the sweat of our brows. He never hated
us, but rather loved us immensely (636–7).

Narisundari wrote: ‘The civilized people of soPB July 2008
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ciety told me: ‘As you are not born in a respectable
family, you should go on living a sinful life, and we
will hate and reprimand you by the power of our
virtue.’ Girish Babu was not this kind of virtuous
man; he was a great soul. For that reason, he made
this wretched girl act in the role of Nityananda in
Chaitanya Lila and Pagalini in Vilwamangal and
made me speak sweet, inspiring words’ (637).
Basantakumari wrote: ‘Sitting at the feet of
Girish Babu we learned not only acting. In addition, that great soul touched our sorrowful hearts.
He treated us as his affectionate daughters. His love,
care, and inspiration sprinkled the water of peace
on our burning lives’ (ibid).
Hemendra Nath Dasgupta wrote: ‘Although
Girish had slander showered on him because of his
association with these actresses in the theatre, we
heard directly from Binodini and other actresses
about his stainless character. Girish was a serious
person and if he had had no steadiness of character,
he would not have been able to command love and
respect from all types of people in the theatre.’11
Girish wanted to make the theatre a temple of
national education. He wrote: ‘We want to make
people understand that the origin of art is the theatre: The playwrights write plays, the actors and actresses present a message through their acting, the
singers create music, the painters paint the scenes,
the sculptors decorate the stage, the scientists show
the unreal as real by creating special effects. Thus
we see that all kinds of art are evolving from the
theatre.’12
Girish was not only the founding father of the
Bengali stage, but also a luminous star. The English
are proud of Shakespeare, the Germans of Goethe,
the French of Moliere, so the Bengalis are proud of
Girish. In fact, there are not many versatile geniuses
like him. He was a talented playwright and poet,
a thrilling actor, a wonderful composer of songs,
a storyteller, an outstanding director and educator, an original thinker and philosopher, a great de
votee, and a lover of the fallen and downtrodden in
society. If Girish’s works were to be translated from
Bengali into English, people the world over would
PB July 2008
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appreciate and benefit from this great nineteenthcentury genius. During his lifetime, Girish was
compared to David Garrick of England, an actor
and playwright. King George III of England was
Garrick’s patron, but Girish relied only on his cre
ative faculty, his charismatic personality, his indomitable energy, and the grace of his guru.
During the winter of 1909 Girish was suffering
from asthma, so his doctors and friends advised him
to leave Calcutta and go to Varanasi to improve his
health. Accordingly, Girish stayed in Varanasi for
a few months, and this helped him immensely. Because he was famous and had encyclopaedic knowledge, many distinguished people in Varanasi came
to see him to discuss religion, philosophy, drama,
acting, and so on. Some of his admirers asked him
to demonstrate how an actor’s facial expressions
change according to the change of moods in a play.
He consented to do so. Although he was then sixtyfive years old and not well, he satisfied his friends’
curiosity.
P
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rofessor Halbfass was a formidable figure in the
world of crosscultural studies, focusing mainly
on the overall theme of Orientalism and its impact
on the West. His vast erudition is evident in what
ever he wrote. India and Europe remains his clas
sic and embodies the features which form his basic
scholastic achievement. As the editors of this volume
say, this book inaugurates ‘a new type of philosophiz
ing’ and it ‘exhibits the fundamental requirement of
thorough and immediate familiarity with both tradi
tions’, the European and the Indian.
‘Dialogue’ and ‘understanding’, say the editors,
form the tools of Halbfassian ‘method’. But, para
doxically, ‘dialogue’ is not always there ‘as a balanced
communication between two parties’ since, as Halb
fass knows, it ‘has been dominated by Europe so far’.
‘Modern Indian thought finds itself,’ says Halbfass,
‘in a historical context created by Europe, and it
has diﬃculties speaking for itself. Even in its self
representation and selfassertion, it speaks to a large
extent in a European medium’ (India and Europe).
The book has, as the very first essay, ‘Research
and Reflection: Responses to my Respondents’ by
Halbfass himself. As is to be expected, there are re
flections on Edward Said’s Orientalism, especially on
‘the discourse of domination’ and orientalism as ‘a
kind of Western projection onto and will to govern
over the Orient.’ With this preamble, Halbfass exam
ines the approaches found in anthologies of essays
and fulllength studies by Carol Breckenridge and
Peter van der Veer (Orientalism and the Post-colonial
Predicament). Part of this critique is centred on the
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nationalist ideology as—if we can put it that way—a
kind of antidote to the Oriental constructs. Also fig
uring in this context is Japan’s Orient. Based on such
critiques, Halbfass asserts that ‘the critique of Orien
talism, as presented by Said and [Ronald] Inden’ is
a thoroughly Western aﬀair and ‘is no less European
or Eurocentric than Orientalism itself.’ Therefore, to
summarize a complex argument, Halbfass says that
‘we may want to be beyond Orientalism, but also be
yond the critique of Orientalism’.
The rest of the essays cover five aspects: ‘Cross
Cultural Encounter and Dialogue’, ‘Issues of Com
parative Philosophy’, ‘Topics in Classical Indian
Philosophy’, ‘Developments and Attitudes in Neo
Hinduism’, and finally, ‘Indian Religion, Past and
Present’. Each section has a ‘Research and Reflection’
chapter by Halbfass—the only exception being sec
tion four in which one of the two articles is on ‘Re
ligious Plurality and Swami Vivekananda’ by Stuart
Elkman, presently Swami Atmajnanananda of the
Vedanta Center of Greater Washington, DC.
The contributors include many familiar figures:
Francis X Clooney (‘Wilhelm Halbfass and the
Openness of the Comparative Project’), J N Mohanty
(‘Between Ideology and Indian Philosophy’), Johan
nes Bronkhorst (‘Philosophy and Vedic Exegesis
in the Mimamsa’), Bruce Perry (‘Early Nyaya and
Hindu Orthodoxy’).
I found the areas that have a vast scope for fur
ther inquiry the most interesting: ‘Heidegger and
Indian Philosophy’ by Joseph S O’Leary is easily one.
The question of ‘being’ is addressed by him and he
states, somewhat categorically, that ‘On the theme of
consciousness, India may challenge Europe, whereas
on the theme of being, it is Europe’s force that chal
lenges India.’ Besides expanding on this, O’Leary
also gives new insights on ‘shared themes’ notably,
‘form’, ‘causality’, ‘act and potency’, and ‘time’. An
other area is the question of being visàvis Nag
arjuna and Shankara.
But it is Rada Iveković who raises very polemi
cal issues in her stimulating essay ‘The Politics of
Comparative Philosophy’. She notes the asymmet
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ric situation in which even those Indian thinkers
who provide, as it were, antitheses to European para
digms, cannot exorcise the presence of the West. This
is regarded as ‘unfair’ ‘to one of the sides concerned’
by, for instance, Lyotard. Perhaps, the very struc
ture of Indian thought is not so much to provide
antitheses as assimilation without cancellation of
the distinctive ethos of the ‘other’. It is, therefore,
debatable whether any process such as Western glo
balization can be ‘enforced’ on India. One example
of assimilation is the use of the media for recreation
of religious themes embodied in the epics alongside
Star Movies!
From this perspective, the role of Ramakrishna
Vivekananda Vedanta is not what it is glibly called: a
‘synthesis’. As Swami Atmajnanananda puts it in his,
alas, short essay on ‘Vivekananda and Religious Plu
rality,’ Hinduism never claimed any superiority over
other religions as some kind of mythical mother of re
ligions. Vivekananda, he rightly says, ‘spent much of
his life fighting against’ any ‘kind of superior attitude
held by proponents of diﬀerent faiths’. ‘Each must as
similate the spirit of the others and yet preserve his
individuality and grow according to his own law of
growth,’ declared Vivekananda. Atmajnanananda co
gently argues against mistaken notions about Viveka
nanda and his insights need to be explored further, as
correctives to onesided approaches. The very fact of
the emergence of such serious journals as American
Vedantist shows that such a possibility is, as the years
roll by, a reality. Diﬀerent paths are needed, without
the polemics of privileging any.
This is a sizeable volume with an invaluable bibli
ography and other scholarly aids. A mustread for
everyone committed to the cause of plurality of
faiths without indefensible privileging.
Dr M Sivaramkrishna
Former Head, Department of English
Osmania University, Hyderabad

Divinity in Nature
Sri Ram
J V V Ranga Rao, Divinity in Nature Or
ganization, Secunderabad. Email: info@
divinityinnature.com. 2007. vi + 98 pp.
Rs 60 (hardcover), Rs 40 (softcover).

O

n 27 September 2007, a small
group of people met over lunch
with one ‘Sri Ram’, as the otherwise anonymous
‘author’ of this book is known. As Savitha Kurisinkal,
the compiler, puts it, ‘It was here that [Sri Ram] mes
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merized all of us with his gentle voice and words.’
Indeed, Kurisinkal was so impressed with Sri Ram’s
joyous mode of life and dedication to spirit that she
felt impelled to compile the afternoon’s conversa
tion—which had been recorded—and bring it out as
the present volume. The publishers’ high regard for
the teachings contained herein have inspired them to
place the entire matter online as well, at www.divinityinnature.com, where it can be read free of charge.
For Sri Ram, God is everywhere, shining through
everything; we need only open our eyes to see him.
The beauty of nature, the wonder of life, the mira
cle of the human organism: all reflect or reveal the
infinite Divine intelligence behind. He says, ‘Read
the book of Nature which enriches you more than
any book can possibly do. Once you know the art of
reading the pages of Nature, you can get concrete an
swers to all the questions which perpetually bother
you’ (60). And, ‘Enjoy the God visible outside. Then,
when you get time, close your eyes and become ec
static about Nature’s intelligence—visible, love—vis
ible. It is what you call an ecstatic dance of the heart
arising out of your experience of God already known,
already visible. When you realize all this, you will
fall at the feet of God, of Nature, bowed down with
a heart filled with love, with gratitude’ (71). For Sri
Ram, everything points always to the presence of
the Divine; and that makes for a life of continuous
communion and joy.
The attractive, wellprinted cover is not quite
matched by the typography or printing of the text
matter; however, the text is engaging and presents
many appealing ideas for perceiving the Divine in
our lives.
PB
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Swami Purushottamananda
Ramakrishna Math, Mylapore, Chennai
600 004. Email: srkmath@vsnl.com.
2007. iv + 60 pp. Rs 12.

T

hrough the many years that
he supervised the activities of
the Vivekananda Balaka Sangha, Banglore, Swami
Purushottamananda built up a reputation for help
ing youth shape themselves into persons with values.
This booklet provides the swami’s thoughts on study,
concentration, timesense, and prayer, all keeping
the teenage student in mind. The youth will find
answers to many of their questions on these issues
in this valuable booklet.
PB
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REPORTS
New Mission Complex

New Mission Complex at Kadapa

On 22 May 2008, Dr Y S Rajasekhara Reddy, Chief state which offers a three-year certificate course in
Minister of Andhra Pradesh, formally inaugurated general nursing and midwifery. It is registered under
the new complex of Ramakrishna Mission, Ka- the Indian Nursing Council and is affiliated since
dapa, and laid the foundation stone for the proposed 1987 to the Assam Council for Nurses, Midwives,
Vivekananda Vidya Niketan school building.
and Health Visitors. Till now 272 students have
successfully graduated from this school.
Encyclopaedia of Hinduism
On 31 May, Dr A P J Abdul Kalam, former President Monks’ Quarters and Dispensary

of India, released A Concise Encyclopaedia of Hindu- A new monks’ quarters and a new dispensary buildism—in three volumes, by Swami Harshananda—at ing with allopathic, homeopathic, and Ayurvedic
Ramakrishna Math, Bangalore. Swami Prabha- clinics were inaugurated at Ramakrishna Math,
nandaji, General Secretary, Ramakrishna Math and Kochi, on 7 May.
Ramakrishna Mission, presided over the ceremony.
Membership of GUNI
Capping Ceremony
Ramakrishna Mission Vivekananda University,

Ramakrishna Mission Hospital, Itanagar, held the
capping ceremony of the 22nd batch of its School
of Nursing on 7–8 May. Smt. Anupama Singh, First
Lady of Arunachal Pradesh, was the chief guest;
Swami Prabhanandaji presided over the function.
With the purpose of providing more services to
the tribal population
of Arunachal Pradesh,
the hospital started a
School of Nursing in
the year 1985 for training tribal and non
tribal girls. The school
is the only one in the

Belur, has been granted full membership of Global University Network for Innovation (GUNI), a
global network of innovative institutions dedicated
to social commitment in higher education, set up
by UNESCO, the United Nations University, and
the Technical University of Catalonia, Barcelona,
Spain, where the GUNI Secretariat is based.
Relief

Details of relief operations conducted by centres
of the Ramakrishna Math and Ramakrishna Mission during the month of May are as follows:
Fire Relief · Nattarampalli centre distributed
200 kg rice, 32 kg dal, vegetables, groceries, 80 packets
of biscuits, 8 sets of utensils, 16 blankets, 8 saris, 8
dhotis, and 16 mats to 8 poor families whose houses
were destroyed by a fire at Mamudimanapalli village
of Tirupattur taluk in Vellore district. The centre also
built a thatched shed to provide temporary shelter to
the affected families.
Distress Relief · The following centres distributed
various items to needy persons in their respective areas:
Jaipur: 245 blankets; Nattarampalli: 150 saris.
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